an experience study completed early in 2018, and have approved
reducing the assumed rate of return by 25 basis points. This
change, as well as any other assumption changes, could have an
impact on the General Fund, beginning as soon as 2020.

To facilitate long-term financial planning, a six-year Financial Plan is
developed concurrent with the annual budget. This Financial Plan
examines the period from 2019 to 2024. The Adopted Budget provides the backbone for the first three years of the Financial Plan
(2019-2021). This work is then expanded outward for three more
years (to 2024).

General Fund revenues have improved considerably from the most
recent recession. However, the General Fund revenue portfolio has
several weaknesses. One issue is that several revenues are based
on the 20th Century environment and technology. Sales tax growth
has been impacted by remote sales. Franchise fees in telecommunications are largely based on land-lines, and revenues
have decreased 91% since 1999. Cable TV franchise fees are stagnant, concurrent with the many alternatives to cable TV available
today. Even the gas tax and franchise fees for electricity can be impacted by technological advancement. As vehicles continue to be
more fuel efficient, and as technological advances result in
increasingly more efficient cooling systems, lighting systems, and
appliances, consumption of gasoline and electricity is affected.

In several respects, the Financial Plan is different than the Adopted
Budget. While the Adopted Budget includes funding recommendations, the Financial Plan takes the current policy direction and forecasts the impact of those policies over a longer period of time.
Whereas the Adopted Budget is a very detailed plan, the Financial
Plan is far more conceptual. Finally, while the Adopted Budget is
created in conformance with State statutes, the Financial Plan is not
statutorily required, and does not include reserve amounts, which
are included in the Adopted Budget for compliance with State laws
regarding the certification of municipal budgets.

Several revenues are largely weather dependent. This results in
volatility. Electricity franchise fees generally perform consistently,
but there are fluctuations annually depending on summer weather.
Water franchise fees are highly dependent on the weather,
particularly during the summer irrigation season. Finally, natural gas
franchise fees vary, not only on the weather, but also on volatility in
commodity prices.

The primary purpose of the Financial Plan is to identify potential
issues as early as possible and to address those challenges in a
thoughtful and pragmatic manner. The City’s two taxing funds (the
General Fund and Debt Service Fund) are presented in far more
detail than are other funds. However, each of the City’s 27 other
funds are also examined to provide a broad overview of circumstances, issues, and trends impacting revenues and expenditures.

With economic conditions stabilized and improving, General Fund
revenues are expected to continue to increase moderately in the
current environment of steady growth. The City has a long history of
controlling expenditure growth; this continued diligence is expected
to be even more important in the future. Fortunately, the City has a
long history of adapting to challenges and maintaining a balanced
General Fund budget; this continued adaptation to potential
challenges will be required in the future.

The City also has other funds, such as agency funds and trust
funds, which are not required to be budgeted by State statute, and
which are not included in the Financial Plan. In some cases, specifically for Special Revenue funds that are largely pass-through funds,
the financial information is less detailed. However, for other funds,
the analysis begins with consideration of relevant legal conditions
that influence revenues and expenditures. Major one-time and ongoing shifts in revenues, expenditures, and fund balances are then
reviewed to help develop context for understanding the current and
projected status of each fund. Finally, strategies are frequently
recommended to improve or maintain the status of each fund.

The Golf Fund remains challenged. Though the closure of one
course is included in the model for the 2020 Adopted Budget, this is
not sufficient to stabilize the fund in the short term. Furthermore, the
Golf Fund has a lower fund balance than is necessary to sustain
operations through slower winter months. Challenges to this fund
will remain, since industry demand has continued to trend
downward. In addition, limited or no capacity for capital
expenditures and reimbursements to the Debt Service Fund
(incurred for previous capital improvements) is expected.

The City’s General Fund is forecasted to be balanced in 2019 and
2020. However, it is important to recognize the many challenges the
General Fund will face in the future. Over 73% of General Fund
expenditures consist of salary and benefit costs. These costs are in
turn driven largely by wage agreements, health insurance increases
and pension rate contributions. The City has taken many steps to
mitigate the increase in health insurance costs; however, these
costs are projected to increase 8% annually.

The Transit Fund has structural issues and based on current
operations, is not sustainable long-term. However, it is projected to
have a positive fund balance in the planning period, which ends in
2024. Process efficiencies, partnerships, and service changes have
had a positive impact on ridership and revenue.

The City has well-funded pension systems, due to the long-standing
commitment to fully fund required annual contributions; however,
pension contributions are dependent on market returns and
actuarial assumptions. The pension boards reviewed the results of

2020-2021 Adopted Budget
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GENERAL FUND

2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

2017
ACTUAL

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

Budgeted Operating Revenues
Property Taxes
Motor Vehicle Taxes
Local Sales Taxes
Motor Fuel Taxes
Liquor Taxes
Franchise Fees
Licenses and Permits
Charges for Services
Rental Income
Transfers In
Interest Earnings
Fines and Penalties
Administrative Charges
Reimbursements
Total Operating Revenues

$73,908,585
10,872,068
28,638,617
14,616,935
1,963,335
44,304,262
2,317,736
15,890,254
2,375,230
4,983,720
1,475,455
9,751,773
3,789,532
3,998,202
$218,885,704

$75,174,948
11,587,301
28,939,207
14,915,074
2,038,782
44,766,245
2,649,957
18,344,777
2,347,885
4,874,946
1,980,147
9,120,404
3,678,608
4,074,032
$224,492,313

$76,625,353
11,621,335
28,557,694
15,127,235
2,074,735
45,563,488
2,818,831
16,430,349
2,335,423
6,073,192
3,782,188
8,270,546
3,761,582
6,091,461
$229,133,412

$ 79,220,412
11,890,320
29,447,036
15,444,724
2,172,896
47,282,423
2,902,936
17,419,940
2,371,619
5,874,962
6,903,511
8,186,561
3,921,773
4,988,782
$238,027,894

$84,304,658
12,701,423
30,357,494
15,446,902
2,220,699
48,596,328
3,111,016
18,485,385
2,447,772
5,318,332
10,000,000
8,353,269
3,916,092
5,240,313
$250,499,683

Budgeted Operating Expenditures
Wages
Health Insurance
Other Benefits
Contractuals
Commodities
Capital Outlay
Transfers
Shrinkage
Total Operating Expenditures

113,102,629
20,419,072
24,944,990
42,257,285
8,515,995
1,032,377
7,587,689
0
$217,860,037

117,575,414
21,620,036
25,000,169
45,164,930
7,439,719
236,481
5,920,703
0
$222,957,452

118,884,880
22,313,232
24,653,526
46,112,161
7,845,893
127,204
7,359,264
0
$227,296,161

124,281,375
24,123,114
25,951,242
43,928,284
8,474,928
508,566
8,259,121
0
$235,526,631

131,313,880
26,306,595
28,705,975
49,944,953
9,156,860
787,500
10,187,040
(5,903,120)
$250,499,683

Operating Margin

$1,025,667

$1,534,861

$1,837,251

$2,501,263

$0

Unencumbered Fund Balance:
January 1
December 31
Percent of Expenditures

$26,925,131
$27,950,798
12.8%

$27,950,798
$29,485,659
13.2%

$29,485,659
$32,322,910
14.2%

$32,322,910
$34,824,173
14.8%

$34,824,173
$34,824,173
13.9%

$3,148,264
0.8%

$3,191,582
1.4%

$3,270,189
2.5%

$3,365,220
5.7%

$3,479,446
3.4%

General Fund Mill Levy
Debt Service Fund Mill Levy

24.114
8.537

24.177
8.509

24.117
8.508

24.156
8.511

25.186
7.506

Total Mill Levy

32.651

32.686

32.625

32.667

32.692

Assessed Valuation
Increase In Assessed Valuation

Note: Amounts shown in thousands of dollars. Totals may not be exact due to rounding.
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GENERAL FUND

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Budgeted Operating Revenues
Property Taxes
Motor Vehicle Taxes
Local Sales Taxes
Motor Fuel Taxes
Liquor Taxes
Franchise Fees
Licenses and Permits
Charges for Services
Rental Income
Transfers In
Interest Earnings
Fines and Penalties
Administrative Charges
Reimbursements
Total Operating Revenues

$88,076,715
13,018,958
30,996,495
15,446,902
2,309,526
49,679,408
3,144,016
18,674,452
2,460,362
5,787,881
7,350,000
8,504,013
3,858,805
5,310,359
$254,617,892

$90,940,354
13,344,432
31,593,935
15,446,902
2,401,908
51,423,929
3,173,016
19,018,007
2,367,566
6,035,688
7,250,000
8,667,608
4,011,895
5,379,323
$261,054,563

$94,355,758
13,678,043
31,909,874
15,600,521
2,473,965
52,996,237
3,236,476
19,311,570
2,414,917
6,213,353
7,250,000
8,750,889
4,092,133
4,788,989
$267,072,726

$98,216,829
14,019,994
32,228,973
15,755,676
2,548,184
54,640,885
3,301,206
19,610,950
2,463,216
6,397,309
7,250,000
8,835,004
4,173,976
4,930,618
$274,372,819

$100,583,668
14,370,494
32,551,263
15,912,383
2,624,630
56,346,287
3,367,230
19,916,263
2,512,480
6,587,783
7,250,000
8,919,959
4,257,455
5,076,497
$280,276,391

Budgeted Operating Expenditures
Wages
Health Insurance
Other Benefits
Contractual Expenditures
Commodities
Capital Outlay
Transfers
Shrinkage
Total Operating Expenditures

138,036,756
28,324,256
31,885,378
47,198,358
8,506,500
147,500
8,022,878
(7,503,734)
$254,617,892

142,427,626
30,589,167
32,689,052
47,978,373
8,517,405
147,500
8,488,592
(8,321,070)
$262,516,644

144,643,396
33,036,300
33,342,833
48,937,940
8,602,579
148,975
8,658,364
(8,487,492)
$268,882,896

146,884,499
35,679,204
34,009,689
49,916,699
8,688,605
150,465
8,831,531
(8,657,242)
$275,503,450

149,150,870
38,533,541
34,689,883
50,915,033
8,775,491
151,969
9,008,162
(8,830,387)
$282,394,562

$0

($1,462,081)

($1,810,170)

($1,130,631)

($2,118,172)

$34,824,173
$34,824,173
13.7%

$34,824,173
$33,362,092
12.8%

$33,362,092
$31,551,922
11.8%

$31,551,922
$30,421,291
11.1%

$30,421,291
$28,303,119
10.1%

$3,627,516
4.3%

$3,742,784
3.2%

$3,886,997
3.9%

$4,018,461
3.4%

$4,149,967
3.3%

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

32.692

32.692

32.692

32.692

32.692

Operating Margin
Unencumbered Fund Balance:
January 1
December 31
Percent of Expenditures
Assessed Valuation
Increase In Assessed Valuation
General Fund Mill Levy
Debt Service Fund Mill Levy
Total Mill Levy

Note: Amounts shown in thousands of dollars. Totals may not be exact due to rounding.
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2019-2024 GENERAL FUND FORECAST SUMMARY
REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND ENDING BALANCE

The General Fund is the principal fund of the City that accounts for
all financial transactions not accounted for in other funds. The
General Fund is one of two “taxing” funds (the other is the Debt Service Fund); property tax revenue accounts for approximately onethird of its revenues. The General Fund is authorized by KSA 791973.

(Dollars in Millions)

The long-term General Fund forecast is based on a variety of
assumptions and variables. The forecast is an attempt to model the
potential impact of current policies into the future. No attempt is
made to estimate additional expenditure savings from longer-term
planned actions to continue streamlining the organizational structure. Likewise, any additional service demands that would result in
additional expenditures are not included in the model.

A variety of both qualitative and quantitative methods are used to
estimate revenues for the General Fund. Wichita State University’s
Center for Economic Development and Business Research provides
data that is used for several revenue streams, primarily sales tax. In
addition, a consensus approach is used in revenue streams that are
specific to a department. In those cases, Finance staff will typically
consult with departmental staff to develop a reasonable estimate of
future revenues.
For many other revenue items, qualitative professional judgment is
often combined with quantitative methods, such as trend analysis
and time-series forecasting. For many revenues, time-series analysis will provide a reasonable range, with judgment applied to
develop the most appropriate estimate. For many of the major
revenue sources noted below, time-series data is provided, along
with additional details impacting the estimate.

Reserve policies for the General Fund target a balance equal to
10% of expenditures as the minimum. Since 1992, the balance has
remained within this policy. The balance in the 2020 Adopted
Budget would be 13.9% of expenditures, which is within City
Council policy. The financial plan maintains a fund balance above
10% of expenditures through 2024. Since 2008, the General Fund
balance has risen from $22.5 million to $34.8 million, and the
General Fund has operated with a budgetary surplus each year.
Reserves, as a percentage of expenditures, have increased from
11.3% in 2008 to 14.8% in 2018.

REVENUE

EXPENDITURES

ENDING
BALANCE*

PERCENT
OF EXP.

2024

$280.3

$282.4

$28.3

10.1%

2023

274.4

275.5

30.4

11.1%

2022

267.1

268.9

31.6

11.8%

2021

261.1

262.5

33.4

12.8%

2020

254.6

254.6

34.8

13.7%

2019

250.5

250.5

34.8

13.9%

2018

238.0

235.5

34.8

14.8%

2017

229.1

227.3

32.3

14.2%

2016

224.5

223.0

29.5

13.2%

2015

218.9

217.9

27.9

12.8%

2014

212.4

210.9

26.9

12.8%

2013

207.9

205.9

25.3

12.3%

2012

206.7

206.5

23.3

11.3%

2011

209.2

208.7

23.1

11.1%

2010

201.4

201.3

22.6

11.2%

2009

198.6

198.6

22.5

11.3%

2008

197.7

198.3

22.5

11.3%

2007

188.2

188.2

23.0

12.2%

2006

178.2

178.0

23.0

13.0%

2005

169.7

168.8

22.9

13.6%

2004

162.4

161.1

22.0

13.7%

2003

150.2

150.5

20.8

13.8%

2002

149.8

152.0

21.1

13.9%

* The balances shown do not include proceeds from the sale of the
Hyatt hotel (which was recorded in 2016) that were reserved by the
City Council for specific purposes. This reserved amount includes an
additional $20 million in 2016 and $19 million in 2017.

These proceeds were reserved for specific purposes by City Council
action and are not reflected in the General Fund reserve levels
shown above. All of the sale proceeds were transferred out of the
General Fund at the end of 2018.

The General Fund has an Economic Development subfund. For
budgetary purposes, this subfund is reported separately, and
reserves in this subfund are not included in this discussion. The
fund balance in the Economic Development subfund totaled $1.8
million in 2018. Additionally, the City sold the Hyatt Hotel in downtown Wichita in 2016. The proceeds of this sale ($20 million) were
recorded in the General Fund as a “special item.”

2020-2021 Adopted Budget

YEAR

As shown in the graphic above, the General Fund is projected to be
structurally imbalanced beginning in 2021. If unchanged, this trend
would erode fund balances during the planning period. Based on
this scenario, the fund balance would fall to $28.3 million, or 10.1%
of expenditures by 2024.
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The most important variable in forecasting the City’s financial posi-

Overall, General Fund expenditures are forecasted to increase by
6.4% in 2019, 1.6% in 2020 and 3.1% in 2021. Generally, most of
the growth each year is for wage increases and health insurance
costs. However, the higher growth in 2019 is driven by
implementation of Phase I of the Police staffing study, the shift of $3
million in street maintenance expenditures back from the Debt
Service Fund to the General Fund, and one-time expenditures
related to funding innovations that will result in long-term savings.

tion in the future is wage growth. Total wage growth is comprised of
a number of variables, including increases in salaries, changes in
pension and health insurance costs, and changes in staffing levels.
These increases can be offset by turnover, which usually reduces
wage growth as long-tenured employees are replaced with
employees at beginning wage levels.
Prior to 2009, wages grew between 5% and 7% annually. This
growth flattened to around 1% annually from 2009-2013, as cost of
living raises were suspended, several functions were outsourced, a
number of General Fund positions were eliminated to align capacity
with service demands and to restructure management hierarchies,
and positions were filled only after considerable study and review.
Since 2013, growth has increased, as the City began filling positons
in key service areas that had previously remained unfilled, and
became much more successful at recruiting and filling
commissioned positions. This has led to average growth of 2.6%
annually in salaries and benefits since 2013.

Property tax revenues are the single largest component in the
General Fund revenue portfolio. Assessed valuation growth is
anticipated to increase in the future, providing modest property tax
revenue increases. Sales tax revenue continues to be a concern,
and is projected to grow at a slow rate. Interest earnings are
expected to increase in 2019, based on increases in short-term
interest rates as a result of Federal Reserve action. Many General
Fund revenue streams are increasing (although in many cases at
relatively low rates).

In the 2020 Adopted Budget, wage growth and benefit growth are
expected to average 3.7% annually. This higher than average
growth is mostly due to the implementation of Phase I and Phase II
of the Police staffing plan, increases in pension costs, and a
reduction in planned savings. Generally, wage growth of 3% is
forecasted in the long-term. This estimate is based on continuing
benefit cost increases, primarily for health insurance, modest wage
adjustments for City staff, and a continued strategic evaluation
process for filling vacant positions.

Overall, General Fund revenues are projected to increase by 5.2%
in 2019, 1.6% in 2020 and 2.5% in 2021. Strong interest earnings
are a key component of 2019 growth. Property tax revenues are
projected to grow as assessed valuation continues to increase.
Sales tax experienced strong growth in 2018, but continues to be a
concern. To date, there have been no changes in Kansas State
Statutes in response to the 2018 Supreme Court decision of the
South Dakota v. Wayfair case impacting remote sales.

2019 –2021
GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURE GROWTH COMPONENTS

2019 –2021
GENERAL FUND REVENUE GROWTH COMPONENTS

(Dollars in Millions)

ITEM

2019

2020

2021

Base Wages
Health Insurance
Pension Rates
Police Staffing Study
Street Maintenance
One-time Transfers
Tort Fund Transfer
Park Equipment
Police Records
Code Enforcement
Other
Net Change

$0.5
2.2
1.9
1.4
3.0
0.9
1.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
2.1
$15.0

$2.6
2.1
2.9
3.0
(3.0)
(0.9)
(1.3)
(0.3)
(0.3)

$3.7
2.3

0.3
$4.1

1.9
$7.9

Total Expenditures

$250.50

$254.62

$262.52

Percentage Increase

6.4%

1.6%

3.1%

2020-2021 Adopted Budget

(Dollars in Millions)

ITEM
Property Tax
Interest Earnings
Sales Tax
Franchise Fees
Fines and Penalties
Other
Net Change
Total Revenues
Percentage Increase

2019

2020

2021

$5.1
3.1
0.9
1.3
0.2
1.9
$12.5
$250.50
5.2%

$3.8
(2.7)
0.6
1.1
0.2
1.1
$4.1
$254.62
1.6%

$2.9
(0.1)
0.6
1.7
0.2
1.1
$6.4
$261.05
2.5%

Property tax revenues are based on the assessed valuation of taxable property within the City limits. The appraised valuation is determined by the County Appraiser. The assessment percentage, as
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prescribed by the State Constitution, is applied to derive the
assessed valuation. The assessed value is then multiplied by the
tax rate, expressed in terms of “mills” per $1, to derive property tax
revenue. Property taxes account for over one-third of the revenues
to the General Fund.

ASSESSED VALUATION 2008 - 2024
(Dollars in Billions)

$4.5
$4.0
$3.5
$3.0
$2.5
$2.0
$1.5
$1.0

Property tax receipts are directly impacted by changes in assessed
valuation. Based on the estimate provided by the County Clerk,
growth of 4.3% is forecasted in 2020, with continued strength in new
construction, as well as modest reappraisal growth. Growth of 3.2%
to 3.9% is forecasted in the 2021-2024 timeframe.

2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022 2024

Annual valuation growth has five different components. The valuation base for machinery and equipment is $57.8 million in 2019.
This is expected to continually erode, based on the legislative action
in 2006 to exempt machinery and equipment from property taxation.
From 2008 to 2019, this action has eroded the tax base by $218
million. Annexation can also impact valuation growth. This has had
a fairly insignificant impact in the last decade. No material valuation
adjustments due to annexation are forecasted.

Note: 2019 - 2024 are projected

valuation by $260 million. As economic conditions continue to
improve, new construction is projected to be largest portion of total
valuation growth.
The fourth component of valuation growth is reappraisal. From 2010
through 2014, reappraisal resulted in annual decreases averaging
approximately 1% each year. Since 2016, reappraisal has grown at
an average rate of 1.5% per year. Based on the lag often present
between economic improvement and valuation growth, reappraisal
growth is expected to continue in the future. The State tax lid law

The third component, new construction, has typically been the
largest component of annual valuation growth. Even during the
recessionary period of 2009-2013, new construction increased

PROPERTY VALUATION COMPONENTS
VALUATION GROWTH COMPONENTS (Dollars in Millions)

TOTAL VALUATION

PERSONAL PROPERTY

ANNEXATION

NEW CONSTRUCTION

REAPPRAISAL

EXPIRED
ABATEMENTS *

YEAR

AMOUNT

GROWTH

AMOUNT

GROWTH

AMOUNT

GROWTH

AMOUNT

GROWTH

AMOUNT

GROWTH

AMOUNT

GROWTH

2024

$4,150

3.3%

($5)

-0.1%

$0

0.0%

$72

1.8%

$65

1.6%

$0

0.0%

2023

$4,018

3.4%

($6)

-0.2%

$0

0.0%

$70

1.8%

$62

1.6%

$5

0.1%

2022

$3,887

3.9%

($7)

-0.2%

$0

0.0%

$67

1.8%

$60

1.6%

$24

0.6%

2021

$3,743

3.2%

($8)

-0.2%

$0

0.0%

$65

1.8%

$58

1.6%

$0

0.0%

2020

$3,628

4.2%

($2)

-0.1%

$0

0.0%

$50

1.4%

$93

2.7%

$8

0.2%

2019

$3,479

3.4%

($10)

-0.3%

$0

0.0%

$66

2.0%

$54

1.6%

$4

0.1%

2018

$3,365

2.9%

($8)

-0.3%

$0

0.0%

$55

1.6%

$48

1.5%

NA

NA

2017

$3,270

2.5%

($8)

-0.3%

$0

0.0%

$46

1.3%

$40

1.3%

NA

NA

2016

$3,192

1.4%

($13)

-0.4%

$1

0.0%

$44

1.4%

$12

0.4%

NA

NA

2015

$3,148

0.8%

($21)

-0.6%

$0

0.0%

$45

1.4%

$0

0.0%

NA

NA

2014

$3,124

0.4%

($13)

-0.4%

$0

0.0%

$35

1.2%

($9)

-0.3%

NA

NA

2013

$3,111

-1.3%

($7)

-0.2%

$0

0.0%

$32

1.0%

($66)

-2.1%

NA

NA

2012

$3,152

0.0%

($8)

-0.3%

$0

0.0%

$33

1.0%

($23)

-0.7%

NA

NA

2011

$3,150

0.0%

($33)

-1.0%

$1

0.0%

$39

1.2%

($8)

-0.3%

NA

NA

2010

$3,151

0.2%

($35)

-1.1%

$1

0.0%

$71

2.3%

($32)

-1.0%

NA

NA

2009

$3,146

5.1%

($31)

-1.0%

$13

0.4%

$85

2.8%

$87

2.9%

NA

NA

2008

$2,992

5.6%

($31)

-1.1%

$0

0.0%

$85

3.0%

$105

3.7%

NA

NA

* Categories correspond to notice of assessed valuation provided by County clerks by State Statute. Expired Abatements was added as a category in 2019.
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limits the City’s ability to capture increased revenue from
reappraisal exceeding a calculated CPI amount each year. For
example, the CPI for 2019 is 1.5%. However, since there are
several expenditure categories exempted from the tax limit, the City
will be well within the tax lid in 2020. In future years, the tax lid could
limit the ability of the City to respond to non-public safety demands
for increased service levels.

conservative level. Electric franchise fees are significantly impacted
by the weather, particularly during the summer months. Long-term
growth of 3% to 5% annually is expected in the based on usage and
rate changes.

FRANCHISE FEES 2008- 2024
(Dollars in Millions)
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PROPERTY TAX REVENUE 2008 - 2024
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Water and Sewer franchise fees are based on estimated utility rate
increases through the planning period. These estimates are based
on the Cost of Service Analysis (COSA) that has been presented to
the City Council annually. AT&T (formerly SBC) franchise fees are
based on a fixed rate per line. The number of lines has constantly
decreased in recent years with the proliferation of non-land line
communications. The result has been declining franchise fees. This
is offset partially by stability in video franchise fees from AT&T.
Overall, AT&T franchise fees are expected to decline throughout the
planning period.

2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022 2024
Note: 2019 - 2024 are projected

The fifth component of valuation growth is expired abatements. This
had formerly been categorized with reappraisal, but was recategorized in 2019 since this type of growth is exempt from
property tax lid calculations. The expiration of abatements will add
an estimated $8.3 million in assessed valuation in 2020.
Actual property tax revenues are based on valuation multiplied by
the mill levy. Although the total City of Wichita mill levy has essentially been unchanged for 26 years, the levy for the General Fund
has fluctuated recently. Beginning in 2009, the City began shifting a
portion of the levy from the Debt Service Fund to the General Fund.
This increased General Fund property tax revenues. Beginning in
2013, this trend was reversed. In both 2013 and 2014, 0.5 mills
were shifted back to the Debt Service Fund. The mill levy shift, coupled with the low projected property valuation growth, resulted in
declining General Fund property tax revenues in 2013 and 2014.
This was mostly offset by higher property tax revenues for the Debt
Service Fund during 2013 and 2014. In 2019, one mill was shifted
from the Debt Service Fund to the General Fund to implement
Phase I of the Police staffing study.

Cable TV franchise fees have been relatively flat in recent years.
Technology advances have created increased competition for Cable
TV providers, which has led to static City franchise fee collections.
Cable TV franchise fee revenues for the City actually peaked in
2015. The forecast assumes no growth in this revenue stream from
the 2018 base.

This tax is based on KSA 79-5101 et seq., which provides for 20
classes in which all vehicles are valued. The taxable value of the
vehicles is defined as 20% of the class value. Revenues are driven
primarily from valuation, which in turn is based on the level and type
of vehicle sales.

MOTOR VEHICLE TAX REVENUE 2008 - 2024

Franchise fee revenue is based on agreements between the City
and utility providers. Generally, the agreements provide long-term
access to City easements in exchange for a portion of gross
revenues or other considerations. Franchise fees are expected to
grow by 2.8% in 2019, 2.2% in 2020, and 3.5% in 2021.

(Dollars in Millions)

$16

$14
$12
$10

Forecasting franchise fees is complicated by several significant factors affecting utility gross revenues: weather conditions, economic
activity, rate setting approvals, and the price of natural gas. Natural
gas franchise fees are expected to be the same as 2018, when
revenue increased by 10% compared to the prior year. However,
longer term, natural gas franchise fees are budgeted at a more
2020-2021 Adopted Budget
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County, as well as the County itself. Any significant changes in
taxing efforts in these jurisdictions could impact the City’s sales tax
receipts.

Motor vehicle tax receipts have historically grown at over 3%
annually. However, revenues tend to be economically sensitive. In
addition, motor vehicle tax receipts are allocated among the City’s
two taxing funds based on the level of taxes levied. Organic growth
in motor vehicle tax revenues is expected to be 2.5% annually.

The City receives state-shared revenue from three sources
currently: state motor fuel taxes, state liquor taxes, and KLINK and
LINK payments. State motor fuel tax collections are based on
wholesale gallons sold, not the value or price of the gallons sold.
Since 2000, the number of gallons of fuel consumed in Kansas has
been relatively static at approximately 1.7 billion annually. The tax
rates have also been unchanged since 2003 (rates increased from
20 cents per gallon of gasoline in 2000, 21 cents in 2001, 23 cents
in 2002, and to the current 24 cents in 2003). The state distribution
formula for the motor fuel tax was adjusted from 2001 to 2003,
largely offsetting any benefit to City revenues from the increased tax
rate. Since 2003, the distribution formula has remained unchanged.

Sales tax revenues are generated by the City’s share of the countywide one-cent sales tax. This sales tax is the result of a referendum
approved by Sedgwick County voters in 1985. One cent is collected
county-wide, of which the City receives approximately 58.0%. The
City does not levy a City-wide sales tax. In 2018, $103 million was
distributed to Sedgwick County, of which the City received $59.6
million. Of the sales tax received by the City, one-half is credited to
the General Fund and one-half to the Sales Tax Construction
Pledge Fund. This is consistent with the pledge made in 1985.
Sales tax receipts generally have a degree of economic sensitivity.
During recessionary periods, revenues tend to remain flat or decline
slightly. In addition, fluctuations in growth can occur due to timing
differences in the State distribution methodology of sales taxes
collected. From 2006 to 2015, sales tax revenues grew at an
average of 2.5% per year. However, beginning in the third quarter of
2016, sales tax revenue began to slow, with total growth in 2016 of
only 1.2% and a decline of 1.6% in 2017. However, sales tax grew
by 3.4% in 2018. The track record of sales tax receipts over the past
several years is believed to be due in part to the significant increase
in remote retail transactions—many of which are not taxed.

MOTOR FUEL TAX REVENUE 2008 - 2024
(Dollars in Millions)
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Though there was sales tax growth of 3.4% in 2018 compared to
the weak 2017 base, projections for the future are based on slower
growth. Based on recent trends and the expected continued erosion
caused by online retailing, projected growth rates for sales tax
revenues are expected to be 3.1% in 2019 and 2.1% in 2020, which
are within historical averages.

Note: 2019 - 2024 are projected

Of total state motor fuel tax receipts, 33.63% is allocated for cities
and counties. Of that amount, 57% is provided to counties, and 43%
is provided to cities. The amount for cities is allocated based on the
ratio of city population to total population of all cities in the state.
The county distributions are made with $5,000 going to each
county, in addition to a proportional distribution based on motor
vehicle registration fees, daily vehicle miles traveled, and total road
miles. Of the amount received by Sedgwick County, 50% is
distributed to the 19 cities in Sedgwick County based on population.

Projected sales tax collections could be impacted by any legislative
changes made to the statutory exemptions from sales taxes. In
addition, unanticipated changes in economic activity could
negatively impact sales tax collections. Finally, the distribution ratio
is based on the taxing efforts of the 19 cities within Sedgwick

Motor fuel tax revenues reached $15.7 million in 2007, and have
decreased since. The decrease in 2009 was largely due to action by
the State Legislature that effectively reduced motor fuel tax receipts
for the City of Wichita by approximately $1 million. With the
moderate cost of fuel and increased economic activity, gas tax
receipts have begun to increase slightly over the past several years.
No growth is estimated in the 2020 Adopted Budget.

LOCAL SALES TAX REVENUE 2008 - 2024
(Dollars in Millions)
$36
$31
$26

State liquor tax receipts are based on KSA 79-41a04. Per statute,
70% of the liquor excise taxes collected in Wichita are redistributed
to the City. One-third of the redistributed amount is credited to the
City’s General Fund, with equal thirds credited to the Special
Alcohol Fund and the Special Park and Recreation Fund. Liquor tax

$21
$16
2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022 2024
Note: 2019 - 2024 are projected
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receipts have historically grown around 5% each year, and tend to
be counter-cyclical, as well as relatively volatile. Since 2012,
revenues have grown relatively consistently and with less volatility.
Annual growth of 4% is budgeted in the 2020 Adopted Budget.

Revenues from this source are based mostly on the cost allocation
plan performed annually by an outside consultant. This plan,
required under OMB Circular A-87, allocates overhead costs of
administrative services to other funds in order to facilitate full cost
accounting. The charges are reviewed annually and updated or
changed as necessary, based on the cost allocation plan. Based on
the cost allocation plan derived the 2017 Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report, the revenues in 2020 are projected to be $3.9
million.

Revenues are generated from two sources: the collection of Court
assessed fines and penalties and the collection of Library fines and
fees. Court revenues can vary considerably, depending on enforcement activity, judicial disposition of cases, participation of
defendants in diversion programs, and the collection rate of court
ordered assessments.

Transfers to the General Fund are typically made to reimburse the
General Fund for support provided to other services or to facilitate
full cost accounting. Transfers generally fall into four categories:
transfers from the Special Park and Recreation Fund to offset
General Fund recreation costs; transfers from the Convention and
Tourism Fund to offset losses at the City’s convention center; transfers from the Landfill Post Closure Fund, based on the diminishment
of the post closure liability; and other miscellaneous transfers.

Court revenues totaled $7.8 million in 2018. However, with the creation of a new centralized traffic bureau within the Police Department
and an enhanced strategic effort to lower traffic fatalities and
crashes, Court revenues are expected to increase. A total of $8.4
million is budgeted beginning in 2019.

City ordinances require licenses and permits for a variety of activities. Generally, these revenues fall into four categories: dog
licenses, alarm system licenses and fees, curb cut permits, and all
other permits and licenses. Over the years, most of the fluctuations
have occurred in alarm fees and curb cut permits. Revenues are
expected to be $3.1 million in 2020, compared to $2.9 million collected in 2018. Additional growth is likely in the future, as staff continue to examine City costs related to licensed activity, to ensure
that rates are set equitably and in order to recover City costs.

This revenue stream is largely dependent upon market rates for
investments that are permitted under the City’s Investment Policy,
as well as the size of the pool of investment funds. The Federal
Reserve raised rates six times during the 18-month period from
June 2017 to December 2018, which has significantly improved the
City’s interest earnings outlook. A total of $10 million is budgeted in
2019, decreasing to $7.35 million in 2020 and $7.25 million 2021
based on anticipated interest rate cuts.

Revenue from this source is derived from a number of services provided for a fee to citizens, as well as fees charged to City enterprise
funds. Fluctuations in this revenue source are primarily from participation in recreation programs, changes in program fees, the
calculation of engineering overhead, and the number of pavement
cuts required each year. Revenues are projected to reach $18.7
million in 2020, with modest annual increases projected each year.

The City leases a variety of real estate, including office space,
garage space, and athletic fields. The majority of the rental income
is derived from two sources: rental payments from vendors at
Century II and the Expo Hall; and rentals offered by the Park and
Recreation Department (typically shelters, recreation center rooms
and athletic fields). These revenues are expected to be relatively
stable at $2.4 million to $2.5 million, for 2019 and 2020,
respectively.

Engineering overhead is based on prior year expenditures for
engineering services related to CIP activities; hence, fluctuations in
this source are directly related to fluctuations in expenditures.
Likewise, curb cut revenue is directly related to expenditures
incurred by Public Works & Utilities Engineering to perform the curb
cuts. This revenue tends to fluctuate based on service demands.

As the name implies, reimbursement receipts are intended to
reimburse the General Fund for activities provided for non-General
Fund or external services. A significant reimbursement is received
from the Wichita Public Schools (USD 259) for 50% of the cost of
seven Police School Resource Officer positions based on a
Memorandum of Agreement. This revenue is expected to total
$450,404 in 2020. Additionally, $3.8 million is included in
reimbursements for other positions, such as the Call Center and
staffing for the Environmental Remediation TIFs. Total
reimbursement revenue is projected to be $5.3 million in 2020.

Public safety charges are assessed to each enterprise fund operation and are calculated to reimburse the General Fund for the
equivalent cost of providing public safety service to each operation.
The fees are recalculated annually based on the cost of providing
public safety services in the General Fund and the valuation of each
proprietary fund. For 2020, these fees are budgeted to generate
$8.3 million in revenue.
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assessed valuation. The assessed value is then multiplied by the
tax rate (expressed in terms of “mills” per $1) to derive property tax
revenue. Property taxes account for over approximately 30% of the
revenues to the Debt Service Fund.

The Debt Service Fund is the City’s second taxing fund; the other
being the General Fund. Property tax revenue accounts for
approximately 30% of revenues. The Debt Service Fund is
authorized by KSA 12-1,118.

The primary considerations in estimating Debt Service Fund
property tax revenues are the mill levy rate and the projected
assessed valuation. After remaining relatively unchanged from 2009
to 2014, property valuation began rising in 2015. Growth of 4.2% is
include for 2020. Longer term, growth estimated at between 3.2%
and 3.9% annually, with fluctuations largely due to expiring IRB and
EDX exemptions, as well as the closure of TIF districts.

The Debt Service Fund is the situs for debt payments on most City
general obligation (GO) debt. Generally, this debt falls into three
categories: GO at-large debt, which is financed through property
taxes and motor vehicle taxes; special assessment debt, which is
financed through special assessments paid by property owners in
improvement areas; and other GO at-large debt, which is financed
by transfers from other funds into the Debt Service Fund. The
largest component of this “other” GO at-large debt is bonds
financing freeway improvements that are funded by transfers from
the Local Sales Tax Fund. TIF debt and debt issued and funded by
the Transient Guest Tax Fund are also included in other GO atlarge debt.

The mill levy rate for the Debt Service Fund in 2018 was set at
8.511, based on the 2018 Adopted Budget. However, the City
Council, with the adoption of the 2019 Operating Budget, reduced
the estimated mill levy rate for the Debt Service Fund to 7.5 mills
beginning in 2019. That level is projected to continue during the
planning period.

Funding sources for debt payments include property taxes, sales
taxes, transfers from other funds, special assessments, and other
revenue.

This tax is based on KSA 79-5101 et seq., which provides for 20
classes in which all vehicles are valued. The taxable value of the
vehicles is defined as 20% of the class value. Revenues are driven
primarily from valuation, which in turn is based on the level and type
of new vehicle sales, as well as the change in the total number of
vehicles. The tax rate on vehicles is the average county-wide mill
levy (not including the 20 mill state component for school district
property taxes), with the City receiving a share proportionate to the
City’s taxing effort as a ratio of the taxing effort of all other
jurisdictions within the county.

Property tax revenues are based on the assessed valuation of
taxable property within the city limits. The appraised valuation is
determined by the County Appraiser. The assessment percentage,
as prescribed by the State Constitution, is applied to derive the

ESTIMATED ASSESSED VALUATION
(MILLION OF DOLLARS)

YEAR

Motor vehicle tax receipts have historically grown at over 3%
annually. However, revenues tend to be economically sensitive. The
forecast assumes growth of 2.5% during the planning period. By
State statute, motor vehicle taxes are allocated based on the ratio of
the taxes levied in each taxing fund. The portion of the mill levy
rates for the General Fund and Debt Service Fund changed in 2019,
with the shift of one mill from the Debt Service Fund to the General
Fund. This will resulted in a decline in motor vehicle taxes for the
Debt Service Fund in 2019.

TOTAL
PERSONAL ANNEXA- IMPROVE- REAPVALUATION PROPERTY
TION
MENTS
PRAISAL

2028

$4,747

($3)

$0

$83

$73

2027

4,594

(3)

0

80

71

2026

4,446

(4)

0

77

69

2025

4,287

(4)

0

75

66

2024

4,150

(5)

0

73

64

2023

4,018

(6)

0

71

62

2022

3,886

(7)

0

68

59

2021

3,742

(8)

0

65

58

2020

3,627

(2)

0

50

92

2019

3,479

0

0

66

54

2018

3,365

(8)

0

55

48

2017

3,270

(8)

0

46

40

2016

3,192

(13)

1

45

12
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These assessments fund capital improvement projects approved by
the City Council. When a petition is approved, the cost of that
project is assessed based on the petition. Those assessments are
then collected annually from property owners benefiting from the
improvements. Typically, assessments last for 15 years, matching
the term of the bonds used to finance the improvements. Although
the collection rate on special assessments averages 95%, some
amounts are not collected in the years they are assessed. These
amounts are reflected in the special assessment delinquencies
timeline.
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Transfers to the Debt Service Fund are typically made to offset the
cost of GO at-large debt service for projects related to a specific
funding source. These transfers are primarily from TIF funds, to
service debt on TIF related projects; from the Tourism and
Convention Fund, to pay off bonds issued for convention center
projects; or from the Local Sales Tax Fund, to finance GO bonds
issued for CIP projects (primarily US 400 / Kellogg) paid from the
City’s share of the one-cent county-wide sales tax. The specific
transfers are itemized below:


T&C Fund: Transient Guest Tax Fund revenues are used to
offset costs associated with GO bonds issued for the
conference center and other related projects.



East Bank TIF: This transfer offsets the debt service on bonds
issued for improvements largely for the WaterWalk project near
Century II on the east bank of the Arkansas River.



Gilbert and Mosley TIF: This transfer funds the debt service
for costs associated with the investigation and remediation of
groundwater contamination located within the Gilbert and
Mosley Site Redevelopment District.



Old Town Cinema TIF: This transfer funds the debt service on
the Old Town Cinema Parking Garage and anticipated debt
service for other recent improvements in this TIF.



Northeast Redevelopment TIF: This transfer reimburses the
Debt Service Fund for debt incurred in this TIF.



Center City TIF: This transfer reimburses the Debt Service
Fund for payment of debt service for the Douglas Place
Project.



Ken Mar TIF: This transfer reimburses the Debt Service Fund
for debt incurred for this TIF project.



Douglas and Hillside TIF: This transfer reimburses the Debt
Service Fund for prior payment of debt service.



Parking Fund - Parking Garages: These transfers are based on
bonds issued to finance applicable garages, including the City
Hall Parking Garage and the Hotel at Old Town Garage.



Local Sales Tax Fund: General Obligation/Local Sales Tax
bonds are issued mainly to finance the construction of the US
400 / Kellogg freeway. These bonds are serviced by funds
collected pursuant to Sedgwick County resolution 167-1985,
which authorized a one-cent county-wide sales tax. Sales tax
receipts are initially accounted for in the Sales Tax
Construction Pledge Fund, with the amount necessary to
service bonds issued transferred to the Debt Service Fund
annually.

This revenue is relatively unpredictable, and generally consists of
premiums received on bond issuances, interest earnings and
remaining funds from closed projects.

Expenditures from the Debt Service Fund are for the retirement of
debt, and other related costs. This includes the retirement of
temporary notes (pay-as-you-go) and scheduled debt service for
bonds issued by the City. Estimated amounts for new debt service
are budgeted, consistent with projections included in the City’s
Capital Improvement Program (CIP).

Revenues By Sources /
Expenditures By Category

2018
Actual

Property & Motor Vehicle Taxes

$32,087,584

$29,137,829

$29,148,488

$30,326,654

$31,279,744

Special Assessments

27,201,708

26,283,564

26,207,745

27,756,363

28,445,093

Transfers & Reimbursements

20,632,796

22,538,530

17,696,538

17,928,093

22,751,044

2,244,809

1,450,000

2,200,000

2,200,000

2,200,000

PROGRAM REVENUES

$82,166,897

$79,409,923

$75,252,771

$78,211,110

$84,675,881

Existing Debt Service

$61,041,928

$54,531,061

$57,855,302

$50,156,107

$45,028,891

Temporary Notes

22,142,837

26,000,000

23,222,250

24,984,028

21,028,698

New Debt Service

0

9,338,611

0

9,177,468

21,187,067

$83,184,765

$89,869,672

$81,077,552

$84,317,602

$87,244,655

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

Other

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES
POSITIONS / FTE
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table below reflects not only Debt Service Fund expenditures, but all
other related debt service included in the 2019 Adopted Budget.

Debt Service Fund activity during the budgetary period is
summarized in the table below.

Funding sources for debt payment include property taxes, sales
taxes, transfers from other funds, special assessments, and interest
earnings.

The Debt Service Fund balance can vary significantly, based on a
variety of factors. The City strives to maintain a fund balance
sufficient to provide flexibility to finance CIP projects efficiently
(either through the issuance of debt, or the use of pay-as-you-go
financing). Although there is relatively little volatility in debt service
fund tax revenues (property taxes and motor vehicle taxes),
maintaining an appropriate balance is also important for liquidity
considerations. The fund balance must also be balanced against
potential arbitrage considerations.

The City’s Debt Policy states that:

The fund balance decreased significantly in 2015 (and is projected
to decrease in during the planning period), based on the increased
use of pay-as-you-go (cash financing), to spend down the balance
and reduce the need for issuance of long-term bond financing. It is
important to note that State Law requires the City to budget a fund
balance of less 5% of expenditures in the budget year (2018 in this
case). Actual temporary note retirement in 2018 will possibly be
less than the budgeted amount.

The Debt Service Fund is responsible for debt service on General
Obligation (GO) at-large bonds, as well as GO bonds backed by TIF
revenues, special assessments, transient guest tax revenues and
local sales tax revenues. Generally, debt service for the City’s
utilities is financed directly from the applicable enterprise fund. The



Long-term borrowing (bonds) is confined to capital
improvements and self-insurance programs;



Short-term debt is used for bond anticipation purposes;



Revenue bonds are issued for projects of enterprise funds;



An aggressive retirement program be maintained for existing
debt, 10 years for City at-large debt, and 15 years for most
special assessment debt;



General obligation debt finances general purpose public
improvements that cannot be financed from current (pay-asyou-go) revenues;



Special assessment general obligation debt is used to
finance special benefit district improvements; and



A minimum Debt Service Fund reserve of $3 million is
planned to be maintained.

Debt Service
Expenditures by Fund

2018
Actual

Debt Service Fund

$83,184,765

$89,869,672

$81,077,552

$84,317,602

$87,244,655

$2,780,357

$3,010,262

$2,774,038

$2,692,502

$2,081,518

Sewer Utility Fund

$22,948,360

$22,941,374

$20,965,380

$20,977,247

$21,866,060

Water Utility Fund

$32,552,912

$36,450,611

$32,529,531

$35,873,138

$42,807,283

$8,637,798

$8,712,498

$8,738,124

$9,059,401

$9,054,895

Stormwater Utility Fund

Airport Fund

TOTAL

2019
Adopted

2019
Revised

2020
Adopted

2021
Approved

$150,104,192 $160,984,417 $146,084,625 $152,919,890 $163,054,411

Note: All debt service expenditures are presented by fund and for the budget years. Expenditure figures include principal and interest payments, as
well as other financing costs. Totals may not sum due to rounding.
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A component of the debt policy is compliance with the legal debt
limit. Based on State law (K.S.A. 10-308), bonded indebtedness is
not to exceed 30% of the sum of taxable tangible property valuation
and motor vehicle assessed valuation within the jurisdiction. In
2017, the City’s debt applicable to the State Debt Limit was $328.3
million, or $833.8 million below the debt limit. The City’s applicable
debt represented 26.89% of the total legal limit. The City’s
compliance with the legal debt limitation is detailed in the table to
the right.

STATEMENT OF LEGAL DEBT MARGIN
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2018
A

2018 Tangible Valuation

B

2018 Motor Vehicle Property – Assessed Valuation

443,772,000

C

EQUALIZED TANGIBLE VALUATION FOR COMPUTATION
OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS LIMITATIONS (A+B=C)

$3,923,218,000

D

DEBT LIMIT - 30% OF EQUALIZED TANGIBLE
VALUATION (C*30%=D)

$1,176,965,400

TOTAL DEBT

$1,093,567,000

$3,479,446,000

Debt Applicable to Limit:

2020-2021 Adopted Budget

E

General Obligation Bonds

F

Less: Amount for Repayment

G

LEGAL APPLICABLE DEBT (E-F=G)

$322,923,000

H

LEGAL DEBT MARGIN (D-G=H)

$854,042,400

I

TOTAL LEGAL APPLICABLE DEBT AS A PERCENTAGE
OF DEBT LIMIT (G/D=I)
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$363,313,000
(40,390,000)

27.44%
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2015
ACTUAL

2016
ACTUAL

2017
ACTUAL

2018
ACTUAL

$26,120,747
3,834,197
29,785,983
0
26,735,699
1,255,571
$87,732,197

$26,418,493
4,091,545
28,539,331
0
26,083,072
$9,359,195
$94,491,636

$27,009,018
4,091,442
28,343,388
115,448
24,908,501
7,168,679
$91,636,476

$27,893,450
4,194,134
27,201,708
0
20,632,796
2,244,809
$82,166,897

$25,367,346
3,781,142
26,207,745
0
17,696,538
2,200,000
$75,252,771

Budgeted Expenditures
GO Debt Service (existing)
GO-SA Debt Service (existing)
GO-LST Debt Service (existing)
Refunded Bonds
Other

16,106,787
29,227,260
23,043,715
0
383,383

16,256,926
27,179,575
22,478,975
0
539,749

16,230,666
26,312,070
22,066,531
6,485,000
2,088,622

16,185,114
26,153,628
17,956,606
0
746,580

16,880,694
25,685,092
14,489,516
0
800,000

Temporary Note Repayment

42,240,774

16,731,304

18,782,373

22,142,837

23,222,250

GO Debt Service (new)
GO-SA Debt Service (new)
GO-LST Debt Service (new)
Total Expenditures

$111,001,919

$83,186,529

$91,965,262

$83,184,765

$81,077,552

$(23,269,722)

$11,305,107

$(328,786)

$(1,017,868)

$(5,824,781)

$33,938,075
$10,668,353

$10,668,353
$21,973,460

$21,973,460
$21,644,674

$21,644,674
$20,626,806

$20,626,806
$14,802,025

$3,148,264
0.8%

$3,191,582
1.4%

$3,270,189
2.5%

$3,270,189
2.5%

$3,365,220
2.9%

24.114
8.537

24.177
8.509

24.117
8.508

24.117
8.508

25.186
7.506

32.651

32.686

32.625

32.625

32.692

DEBT SERVICE FUND
Budgeted Revenues
Property Taxes
Motor Vehicle Taxes
Special Assessments
Interest Earnings
Transfers In
Other Revenue
Total Revenues

Operating Margin
Unencumbered Fund Balance:
January 1
December 31

Assessed Valuation
Increase In Assessed Valuation
General Fund Mill Levy
Debt Service Fund Mill Levy
Total Mill Levy
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2019
REVISED

Wichita, Kansas

DEBT SERVICE FUND
Budgeted Revenues
Property Taxes
Motor Vehicle Taxes
Special Assessments
Interest Earnings
Transfers In
Other Revenue
Total Revenues

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$26,446,883
3,879,771
27,756,363
0
17,928,093
2,200,000
$78,211,110

$27,302,979
3,976,765
28,445,093
0
22,751,044
2,200,000
$84,675,881

28,326,984
4,076,184
28,838,969
0
23,865,326
2,200,000
$87,307,462

29,259,220
4,178,089
29,431,145
0
20,180,939
2,200,000
$85,249,393

30,190,872
4,282,541
30,432,259
0
21,735,411
2,200,000
$88,841,083

GO Debt Service (existing)
GO-SA Debt Service (existing)
GO-LST Debt Service (existing)
Refunded Bonds
Other

13,321,942
24,534,727
11,499,438
0
800,000

10,453,834
22,336,719
11,438,338
0
800,000

11,021,362
19,644,950
11,314,138
0
800,000

8,160,633
17,406,110
7,863,688
0
800,000

7,439,086
15,602,388
7,802,288
0
800,000

Temporary Note Repayment

24,984,028

21,028,698

14,965,689

14,597,251

14,970,227

GO Debt Service (new)
GO-SA Debt Service (new)
GO-LST Debt Service (new)
Total Expenditures

4,158,634
2,830,660
2,188,174
$84,317,602

8,254,639
5,684,598
7,247,830
$87,244,655

14,247,664
8,748,042
7,713,399
$88,455,243

17,025,649
11,578,702
7,713,399
$85,145,431

18,503,860
14,409,362
8,272,081
$87,799,291

Operating Margin

$(6,106,492)

$(2,568,774)

$(1,147,781)

$103,962

$1,041,792

Unencumbered Fund Balance:
January 1
December 31

$14,802,025
$8,695,533

$8,695,533
$6,126,758

$6,126,758
$4,978,977

$4,978,977
$5,082,939

$5,082,939
$6,124,731

$3,479,446
3.4%

$3,627,516
4.3%

$3,742,784
3.2%

$3,886,997
3.9%

$34,018,461
3.4%

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

25.192
7.500

32.692

32.692

32.692

32.692

32.692

Budgeted Expenditures

Assessed Valuation
Increase In Assessed Valuation
General Fund Mill Levy
Debt Service Fund Mill Levy
Total Mill Levy
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Guest Tax Revenues
Total Revenues

$7,410,794
$7,416,094

$7,484,902
$7,484,902

$7,559,751
$7,559,751

$7,635,348
$7,985,348

$7,711,702
$7,711,702

$7,788,819
$7,788,819

$7,866,707
$7,866,707

Convention Center

$3,098,022

$2,919,088

$2,919,088

$2,919,088

$2,977,470

$3,037,019

$3,097,760

Cultural Facilities

2,397,533

2,348,630

2,496,873

2,719,626

2,787,617

2,857,307

2,928,740

Expenditures
Contractual Payments

Other

719,221

761,760

762,765

763,467

764,001

764,536

765,071

Existing Debt Service

891,960

1,857,891

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

98,163
$7,204,899

102,788
$7,990,157

107,163
$7,285,889

111,288
$7,513,469

115,163
$7,644,250

118,788
$7,777,650

122,163
$7,913,733

$211,195

($505,255)

$273,862

$471,880

$67,452

$11,169

($47,026)

$3,164,223

$3,375,418

$2,870,163

$3,144,026

$3,615,906

$3,683,357

$3,694,527

$3,375,418

$2,870,163

$3,144,026

$3,615,906

$3,683,357

$3,694,527

$3,647,500

Total Expenditures
Operating Margin
Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

State Statute 12-1693 allows cities to levy a transient guest tax,
while KSA 12-1694 requires these proceeds to be credited to a
tourism and convention promotion fund. The City of Wichita chartered out from state statute with Charter Ordinance 221, which
established the City’s Tourism and Convention Fund. Revenues to
the fund are derived primarily from a 6% guest tax that is levied by
the City of Wichita. Over the last twenty years, annual revenue
growth has averaged over 4%. However, the fund has experienced
a relatively high amount of volatility due primarily to economic
sensitivity. Annual revenue growth of 1% is forecasted for the future.

Tourism and Convention Fund Overview
The Transient Guest Tax Fund is well positioned for the planning
period. Based on conservative revenue growth, estimated at 1% annually, the fund can sustain current Visit Wichita contractual relationships, funding for convention center operating losses, and existing
debt service. The fund is expected to have adequate reserves to cash
fund budgeted CIP improvements.

Approximately 40% of expenditures fund a contract with the Visit Wichita Convention and Visitors Bureau (Visit Wichita). In addition, the
fund covers the operating losses of the Convention Center, offsets maintenance costs for cultural facilities, and funds other expenditures
that promote tourism in Wichita. Expenditures are assumed to grow based upon inflationary increases, and fund revenues are projected to
be well positioned to support all current operating commitments. The fund is also used for cash payments and debt service related to
designated capital improvement projects. Currently, the Fund has very little outstanding debt. It is anticipated that the fund will have
adequate balances to fund future improvements programmed in the 2019-2028 Adopted Capital Improvement Program with cash.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Liquor Tax
Other

$2,172,896

$2,220,699

$2,309,526

$2,401,908

$2,497,984

$2,597,904

$2,701,820

73,246

0

0

0

0

0

0

$2,246,142

$2,220,699

$2,309,526

$2,401,908

$2,497,984

$2,597,904

$2,701,820

$1,603,423

$1,726,387

$1,726,387

$1,726,387

$1,726,387

$1,726,387

$1,726,387

303,445

307,268

310,740

310,740

316,955

323,294

329,760

$1,906,868

$2,033,655

$2,037,127

$2,037,127

$2,043,342

$2,049,681

$2,056,147

Operating Margin

$339,274

$187,044

$272,399

$364,781

$454,643

$548,223

$645,673

Beginning Balance

$1,032,873

$1,372,147

$1,559,191

$1,831,590

$2,196,371

$2,651,013

$3,199,236

Ending Balance

$1,372,147

$1,559,191

$1,831,590

$2,196,371

$2,651,013

$3,199,236

$3,844,909

Total Revenues
Expenditures
Contractual Providers
Reimbursements of City
Programs
Total Expenditures

This fund is created pursuant to KSA 79-41a04. In 1979, the State Legislature imposed a 10% tax on the sale of liquor in clubs. Seventy percent
of the proceeds collected from the tax are distributed to local units of government, based on the location from which the liquor is sold and consumed. Of the taxes distributed by the State, one-third is credited to the
Special Alcohol Fund (with the other thirds distributed to the Special Park
and Recreation Fund and the General Fund). Based on state statute, the
proceeds must be used for the purchase, establishment, maintenance, or
expansion of services or programs whose principal purpose is alcoholism
and drug abuse prevention and education, alcohol and drug detoxification,
intervention in alcohol and drug abuse, or treatment of persons who
abuse alcohol or drugs or are in danger of abusing alcohol or drugs.

Special Alcohol Fund Overview
The Special Alcohol Fund is projected to be structurally balanced
and sustainable with an appropriate fund balance. Maintaining a
sizable balance in this fund is important for cash flow purposes,
and to mitigate the impact of considerable revenue volatility.
Based on current projections, the fund has additional resources
that could be available for contractual providers. Any unforeseen
changes in State statue (impacting the tax rate or the distribution
formula) could have a material impact on the fund.

Receipts to the fund are volatile. The State’s tax rate (10% of gross sales) and the portion of total receipts distributed by the State to local
units of government (70% of State collections) has remained unchanged since 1985. Annual revenue growth has varied and even declined in
certain years. Steady growth has been experienced in recent years. The fund’s financial plan is based on 4% growth annually. The majority of
expenditures are based on contractual arrangements with service providers and reimbursements for local government programs. Provider
allocations are projected to be sustainable at current levels. Additional capacity should be available to increase provider funding modestly
through the planning period. Due to revenue volatility and cash flow challenges (distributions are received quarterly from the State), the targeted fund balance is at least 25% of annual expenditures. Based on the 2018 ending balance and moderate revenue assumptions, the balance
is projected to exceed this range during the planning period.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
C&D Tipping Fees
Other
Total Revenues

$2,365,757

$2,307,000

$2,319,000

$2,342,190

$2,365,612

$2,389,268

$2,413,161

14,305

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

9,000

$2,380,062

$2,316,000

$2,328,000

$2,351,190

$2,374,612

$2,398,268

$2,422,161

$470,948

$481,351

$502,133

$519,406

$532,391

$545,701

$559,343

Expenditures
Personal Services
Other

967,857

1,878,249

1,780,309

1,786,985

1,804,855

1,822,903

1,841,132

1,262,760

1,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

Total Expenditures

$2,701,565

$3,359,600

$2,282,442

$2,306,391

$2,337,246

$2,368,604

$2,400,476

Operating Margin

($321,503)

($1,043,600)

$45,558

$44,799

$37,366

$29,664

$21,685

Beginning Balance

$3,655,205

$3,333,702

$2,290,102

$2,335,660

$2,380,459

$2,417,825

$2,447,489

Ending Balance

$3,333,702

$2,290,102

$2,335,660

$2,380,459

$2,417,825

$2,447,489

$2,469,173

Transfer to LFPC Fund

The City is authorized by KSA 12-2104 to establish a fund for the collection of refuse. Currently, this fund is used to finance the operations of the
City’s construction and demolition (C&D) landfill, which had historically
been operated by a contractor. However, the landfill is currently being
directly managed by City staff, which is a model that is expected to continue. Revenues to the fund depend primarily on tipping fees received
from customers. The current tipping fee of $34.50 per ton was established
by City Council action on October 11, 2016. The entire fee is received by
the City under the direct management model, with $1 per ton being distributed to the State of Kansas as required by state permit conditions.

Landfill Fund Overview
The Landfill Fund is projected to be sustainable through the planning period. Revenues are projected to remain relatively static,
growing only by 1% annually. The cost of operating the landfill is
financed from this fund. Finally, neighborhood and alleyway
cleanups and illegal dumping mitigation efforts are financed by
this fund. The fund should be capable of financing current
expenditure levels and maintaining adequate, but potentially
eroding, reserves into the foreseeable future.

Market conditions (changes in the market price or demand) could materially affect the forecast, either positively or negatively. The existing
spending level appears sustainable. Neighborhood and alley cleanups as well as Illegal dumping mitigation efforts by the City are financed
from this fund. Operating costs are expected to decrease in 2019, after several years of significant capital expenditures. Based on cleanup
activity and program guidelines, as approved by the City Council on March 4, 2014, the current budgeted level of activity is expected to be
sustainable.
Fund reserves are maintained as a buffer against unforeseen revenue volatility. In addition, reserves would be used to finance any adverse
changes in the estimated post closure liability for the C&D landfill. Reserves are projected to erode although, annual under-expenditures of
budgeted amounts will most likely occur. In addition, modest tipping fee and service strategy adjustments could be made to rectify a structural
imbalance. Staff will continue to monitor tonnage receipts, evaluate service strategies, and recommend adjustments as appropriate. The Landfill Post Closure Fund cares for sites after operations cease; transfers to that fund are made when there is available balance in order to maintain reserves for future liabilities.
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2018
ACTUAL
Revenues
Transfer from Landfill Fund
Total Revenues

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$37,279
$37,279

$1,000,000
$1,000,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$244,442
269,633
0
$514,075

$256,995
927,880
0
$1,184,875

$266,812
928,302
150,000
$1,345,114

$274,540
928,466
150,000
$1,353,006

$281,404
947,035
150,000
$1,378,439

$288,439
965,976
150,000
$1,404,415

$295,650
985,296
150,001
$1,430,946

Operating Margin

($476,796)

($184,875)

($1,345,114)

($1,353,006)

($1,378,439)

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$10,467,381
$9,990,585

$9,990,585
$9,805,710

$9,805,710
$8,460,596

$8,460,596
$7,107,590

$7,107,590
$5,729,151

Expenditures
Personal Services
Other
Transfer to General Fund
Total Expenditures

($1,404,415) ($1,430,946)
$5,729,151
$4,324,737

$4,324,737
$2,893,790

This fund serves to finance any potential liability costs of the Chapin and Landfill Post Closure Fund Overview
Brooks landfills, as well as other City landfill sites. The Chapin landfill was
closed in the 1980s and Brooks was closed in 2001. However, the City is The Landfill Post Closure Fund was established to reserve
required to maintain resources and/or debt capacity to fund the legal lia- funding for pollution mitigation costs for closed municipal landbility for environmental remediation as necessary. Annually, the estimated fills. City policy sets the minimum fund balance at 85% of the
liability is calculated and certified with the State. Based on State law, the projected liability. Based on current calculations, the fund
City is required to either maintain reserves at a level equivalent to the balance is expected to be over the level dictated by policy. Any
projected liability, or to maintain debt capacity to fund the projected liabil- changes in the calculation methodology or the significant
ity. The City has, in the past, maintained reserves very near or in excess liquidation of reserves could materially impact the projection.
of the projected liability, and liquidated the fund balance of any reserves
in excess of the projected liability. In 2012, the reserve level was formally set by Resolution 12-145 at a minimum fund balance of 85% of the
projected liability. In 2013, the methodology for calculating the liability was changed by the State of Kansas, which reduced the liability and
significantly increased the proportion of reserves relative to the existing liability. The total liability for the year period ending December 31,
2018 is $10,492,203 with a reserve coverage ratio of 95.2%, which is within the reserve level set by resolution.
The fund balance is expected to continue to erode, although expenditures typically are less than what is budgeted annually. Expenditures are
primarily for maintaining methane collection systems at the closed landfills, as well as funding any other mitigation activities. Liabilities for
closed landfills are expected to decline, which is why a diminishing fund balance is less problematic.

LANDFILL POST CLOSURE LIABILITY AND RESERVES: 2008 - 2017
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Liability

$26.1M

$23.9M

$24.0M

$23.4M

$12.8M

$12.6M

$11.6M

$12.3M

$11.4M

10.4M

Reserves

$22.7M

$21.8M

$21.1M

$20.4M

$19.7M

$12.4M

$11.9M

$11.2M

$10.5M

$10.0M

Coverage

87.1%

91.1%

87.7%

87.4%

153.7%

98.8%

102.3%

91.2%

92.1%

95.2%
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2018
ACTUAL
Revenues
Other
Reimbursements
Total Revenues

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$8,594
3,604,613
$3,613,207

$0
3,766,082
$3,766,082

$0
3,374,655
$3,801,039

$0
3,885,787
$3,885,787

$0
3,981,255
$3,981,255

$0
4,079,076
$4,079,076

$0
4,179,309
$4,179,309

$2,834,997
345,279
32,736
0
400,195

$2,760,068
335,188
41,784
0
629,042

$2,838,920
335,312
41,784
0
585,023

$2,896,924
335,312
41,784
0
611,767

$2,969,347
342,018
42,829
0
627,061

$3,043,581
348,859
43,899
0
642,738

$3,119,670
355,836
44,997
0
658,806

$3,613,207

$3,766,082

$3,801,039

$3,885,787

$3,981,255

$4,079,076

$4,179,309

Operating Margin

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$1,250,000
$1,250,000

$1,250,000
$1,250,000

$1,250,000
$823,616

$823,616
$823,616

$823,616
$823,616

$823,616
$823,616

$823,616
$823,616

Expenditures
Salaries and Benefits
Contractual Services
Commodities
Capital Outlay
Other
Total Expenditures

KSA 12-3009 empowers the City of Wichita to incorporate any standard
Metropolitan Area Building and Construction Fund Overview
or model code into local ordinance. Based on Resolution 95-560, the
operations of the Metropolitan Area Building and Construction Depart- The Metropolitan Area Building and Construction Fund is well
ment (MABCD) are accounted for in a separate fund. Beginning with the positioned for the planning period. Over time, as positions are
transition of MABCD to Sedgwick County in September 2016, the usage transferred to the County as part of the merger of City and County
of the fund changed considerably. Beginning in 2017, Sedgwick County inspection functions, salary and benefit expenditures in this fund
reimburses the City of Wichita for associated expenditures which include will decrease, as will reimbursements from Sedgwick County.
legacy employees for Building Safety and Construction Enforcement, as
well as all ongoing costs for Neighborhood Inspections. Neighborhood Inspections services will reside with the City of Wichita, but will be reimbursed by Sedgwick County since all revenue is directed to the County, rather than the City. To ensure funding for cash flow, the fund is
expected to retain a balance of $1.25 million annually.
Longer term, as City Building Safety and Construction Enforcement positions are vacated and filled by Sedgwick County, personnel costs will
most likely decrease. Concurrently, revenues would also be expected to gradually decline. Eventually, when the Building Safety and
Construction Enforcement service is fully transitioned to Sedgwick County, the fund could be eliminated. However, since the separation of any
City employees would be speculative, the forecast is shown assuming the current City employee wage base.
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2018
ACTUAL
Revenues
Charges for Service
Total Revenues

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$924,167

$1,724,174

$1,371,924

$1,571,924

$1,587,643

$1,603,520

$1,619,555

$924,167

$1,724,174

$1,371,924

$1,571,924

$1,587,643

$1,603,520

$1,619,555

Expenditures
Eco Devo Support
Total Expenditures

$1,348,421

$1,774,344

$1,673,427

$1,684,392

$1,701,236

$1,718,248

$1,735,431

$1,348,421

$1,774,344

$1,673,427

$1,684,392

$1,701,236

$1,718,248

$1,735,431

Operating Margin

($424,254)

($50,170)

($1,576,503)

($112,468)

($113,593)

($114,729)

($115,876)

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$2,196,333
$1,772,079

$1,772,079
$1,721,909

$1,721,909
$1,420,406

$1,420,406
$1,307,938

$1,307,938
$1,194,345

$1,194,345
$1,079,617

$1,079,617
$963,741

The Economic Development Fund is a sub-fund of the General Fund.
However, it is displayed and forecasted separately in the City’s budget.
The fund was initially created to isolate expenditures made for economic
development purposes to ensure that industrial revenue bond (IRB) fees
and charges were expended appropriately. Later, the City’s property
management activities were consolidated into this fund. The fund was
consolidated into the General Fund in 2012 in accordance with GASB 35.

Economic Development Sub-fund Overview
On an operating cost basis, this sub-fund is projected to be
structurally imbalanced. There is no mechanism for rapidly
replenishing the fund balance if it is depleted. New lease
agreements, a higher level of property sales, or changes in rates
for administrative fees would impact the fund balance favorably.

Revenues to the fund consist of administrative fees charged for management support of IRBs and community improvement districts, as well
as fees charged for administering property management activities. In the past, the General Fund has subsidized this fund with an annual
transfer. This is not expected to continue in the future. Administrative fees are expected to increase, to enhance cost recovery of provided
related services. In addition, based on City Council policy, a portion of the sale of surplus property is credited to this fund. This stream is
conservatively estimated in the financial plan. Finally, the fund has adequate reserves to buffer any structural imbalance during the planning
period.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

Revenues
Sales Tax Receipts
Total Revenues

$29,842,990
$29,842,990

$30,618,908
$30,618,908

$31,231,286
$31,231,286

$31,855,911
$31,855,911

$32,493,030
$32,493,030

$33,142,890
$33,142,890

$33,805,748
$33,805,748

Expenditures
Cash Transfer to Projects
Debt Service
Total Expenditures

$10,729,835
17,956,606
$28,686,441

$8,000,000
14,489,516
$22,489,516

$14,305,000
13,687,612
$27,992,612

$21,005,000
18,686,167
$39,691,167

$20,822,501
19,027,536
$39,850,037

$13,345,626
15,577,086
$28,922,712

$17,300,594
16,074,369
$33,374,962

Operating Margin

$1,156,549

$8,129,392

$3,238,674

($7,835,256)

($7,357,007)

$4,220,179

$430,786

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$7,311,223
$8,467,772

$8,467,772
$16,597,163

$16,597,163
$19,835,837

$19,835,837
$12,000,581

$12,000,581
$4,643,574

$4,643,574
$8,863,753

$8,863,753
$9,294,538

This fund is used to account for one-half of the proceeds of the City’s
distribution from the Countywide one-cent sales tax. The other half of the
sales tax is credited to the General Fund to support property tax
reductions. In 1985, Sedgwick County voters approved a one-cent sales
tax. Based on state distribution formulas, the City of Wichita receives
around 58% of the revenue. Ordinance 39-196, adopted by the City
Council on June 11, 1985, pledges one-half of the City’s share of sales
tax revenue for “road, highway and bridge projects.” This fund is used to
show that receipts and expenditures remain consistent with this pledge.

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Local Sales Tax Fund Overview
The Local Sales Tax Fund accounts for the portion of the
countywide local sales dedicated to capital projects. In 1986, the
City pledged to use one-half of the Countywide sales tax to
reduce the operating budget mill levy, with the other half going to
fund road, bridge, and freeway improvements. Based on current
projections, the fund should maintain an adequate balance and
be able to support estimated debt service through the planning
period. The fund balance is expected to erode annually, based
on the conservative revenue growth assumption of 1% annually.

Revenues to the fund are dependent on sales tax collections in Sedgwick
County, and on the portion of those sales provided to the City of Wichita
based on the state statutory formula. Sales tax receipts are economically sensitive, often declining during recessionary periods. This occurred
in 2009 and 2010. Typically, sales tax sales tax receipts often grow at over 3% annually during expansionary periods. However, that has not
been the case from 2015 to 2018. The projection assumes 2% growth in the future. The ever increasing amount of retail sales that are
occurring online (remote sales) is believed to be impacting sales tax growth rates negatively, since many of these sales are untaxed.
The City receives a share of the sales tax based on the population and taxing effort of the City of Wichita in proportion with the other
municipalities in the County. This has decreased over time, resulting in a smaller proportion of the sales tax for the City. The forecast assumes
a continuation of the current allocation of 58.3%.
Expenditures from the fund are for debt service obligations for capital projects, with remaining amounts transferred to cash funded projects.
Fund activity largely depends on the financing needs of the Capital Improvement Program (CIP). The balance is expected to fluctuate as new
debt is projected to begin in 2021 and some existing debt is expected to end after 2022.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Charges for Service
Total Revenues

$1,544,143
$1,544,143

$1,536,507
$1,536,507

$1,543,513
$1,543,513

$1,678,977
$1,678,977

$1,729,346
$1,729,346

$1,781,227
$1,781,227

$1,834,663
$1,834,663

Expenditures
Other
Debt Service
Total Expenditures

$1,339,404
70,000
$1,409,404

$2,615,406
70,000
$2,685,406

$1,780,262
70,000
$1,850,262

$1,718,282
70,000
$1,788,282

$1,736,165
70,000
$1,806,165

$1,754,227
70,000
$1,824,227

$1,772,469
70,000
$1,842,469

Operating Margin

$134,739

($1,148,898)

($306,749)

($109,305)

($76,819)

($43,000)

($7,805)

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$1,832,481
$1,967,220

$1,967,220
$818,322

$818,322
$511,572

$511,572
$402,267

$402,267
$325,449

$325,449
$282,449

$282,449
$274,643

This fund was initially created to isolate expenditures and revenues for
parking related events in the downtown area, especially events at
INTRUST Bank Arena. Beginning with the 2014 Adopted Budget, the
fund grew due to the consolidation of other City parking functions into this
fund.

Parking and Mobility Fund Overview
The Parking Fund is sustainable in the short term with fund
balances eroding near the end of the planning period. The fund
supports multi-modal transportation, which includes managing
parking lot, meter, and garage revenues, as well funding
operating expenditures and debt service related to parking
structures.

Revenues to the fund are comprised of parking meter collections, parking
lease and usage payments, parking fees in Old Town, and lease revenues collected during INTRUST Bank Arena events. Operating expenditures include maintenance of garages and expenses associated with arena events. Although the net margin varies between garages, the fund
is sustainable through the planning period; however, it is experiencing an erosion of reserves. A parking plan is under development with the
assistance of a contractor and is expected to guide the implementation of strategies to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the parking
system, with increased revenue being a by-product of system improvements. The impact of this parking plan is not yet modeled into projections.
In 2016, a full-time Mobility Coordinator was added to the fund to coordinate multi-modal transportation, which includes walking, biking, and
transit, as well as driving and parking. This expanded function focuses on moving people around downtown between transportation options, as
well as improving access to active forms of transportation. In 2018, operations were transferred to Transit and three civilian Parking Ambassador positions from Police were transferred to the Parking Fund in order to further centralize parking operations. In 2019, one vacant Parking
Ambassador position is eliminated. The Parking Fund will officially become a part of the Transportation Department in 2020 and may experience further operational changes in order to improve transportation coordination and fund sustainability.
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In late 2006, the Sedgwick County Commission and the City Council appointed a special taskforce to study and recommend ways to end
chronic homelessness. One key provision of its report was a recommendation to implement a Housing First strategy. The Homelessness Assistance Fund administers funds to operate the Housing First Program. In Housing First, a homeless person is placed in permanent housing
and provided supportive services, such as case management, mental health and substance abuse services, health care, and employment.
Revenues consist of equal contributions from the City of Wichita and Sedgwick County. Annual revenues and expenditures are budgeted at
$382,736. The year-end fund balance is distributed back to the City and County, driving the fund balance to zero.

This fund is created pursuant to KSA 79-41a04. In 1979, the State Legislature imposed a 10% tax on the sale of liquor in clubs. Seventy percent of tax collections are distributed to local units of government, based on the location of the clubs selling the liquor. Of the taxes distributed,
one-third is credited to the Special Park and Recreation Fund (the other two-thirds are distributed to the Special Alcohol Fund and the General
Fund). The proceeds in this fund are to be used for the purchase, establishment, maintenance, or expansion of park and recreational services.
Receipts to the fund are volatile. The State tax rate (10% of gross sales) and the portion of total receipts distributed by the State to local units
(70% of State collections) has remained unchanged since 1985. Annual revenue growth has varied and even declined in certain years. Steady
growth has been experienced in recent years. The fund’s financial plan is based on 4.0% growth annually.
The sole outflow from this fund is the annual transfer to the General Fund to partially offset recreational and park services costs. Annually, the
transfer to the General Fund is estimated based on projected revenues, with the objective of maintaining a fund balance of zero. The actual
fund balance will exceed zero if revenues exceed the budgeted amount in a given year, although any carry-over balances are transferred into
the General Fund in the succeeding year. Based on projected revenues, the annual transfers to the General Fund are expected to be sustainable and increase slightly from current levels.

The Self-Supporting Municipal Improvement District (SSMID) is a special benefit district bounded by Washington Street, Kellogg Avenue (US400), Central Avenue, and the Arkansas River. The purpose of the SSMID is to finance improvements and services in the downtown and Old
Town areas. The SSMID is funded by an additional levy of approximately seven mills. The City Council approves the levy on behalf of the
Wichita Downtown Development Corporation (WDDC) each year. Funds are receipted by the City before distribution to the WDDC. The intent
of the fund is to maintain an annual fund balance of zero, while passing through all collected revenues to the WDDC.

The City presently has two joint operations with Sedgwick County created under interlocal agreements, pursuant to KSA 12-2901. One of
these operations is the Metropolitan Area Planning Department. Its expenditures, net of any revenues generated, have historically been split
equally between the City and County. In addition, expenditures for the Wichita/Valley Center Flood Control Project are split equally between
the City and County. In both cases, employees are included in the City organization. A separate sub-fund is established for each joint operation. The fund balance for each sub-fund is to be maintained annually at zero.

The Restricted Municipal Court Fund is established in the 2019 Revised Budget to account for court fees and bond forfeitures that are either
restricted for use by the Municipal Court Administrative Judge or committed by the City Council. The initial fund balance will be $3.0 million,
and revenues of $450,000 are expected annually. The only outflow from the fund will be expenditures authorized by the Municipal Court Administrative Judge for improvements such as courtroom technology upgrades.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Internment Fees
Interest Earnings

$3,425

$2,650

$2,650

$2,650

$2,650

$2,650

$2,650

(58,496)

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

($55,071)

$32,650

$32,650

$32,650

$32,650

$32,650

$32,650

Salaries and Benefits

$0

$4,233

$4,233

$4,233

$4,233

$4,233

$4,233

Contractual Services

59,545

87,419

87,714

87,781

87,781

87,781

87,781

Total Revenues
Expenditures

Commodities

652

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

3,500

0

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

$60,197

$115,152

$115,447

$115,514

$115,514

$115,514

$115,514

Operating Margin

($115,268)

($82,502)

($82,797)

($82,864)

($82,864)

($82,864)

($82,864)

Beginning Balance

$1,501,156

$1,385,888

$1,303,386

$1,220,588

$1,137,724

$1,054,859

$971,995

Ending Balance

$1,385,888

$1,303,386

$1,220,588

$1,137,724

$1,054,859

$971,995

$889,130

Other
Total Expenditures

This fund supports maintenance of Jamesburg Cemetery, Highland Park
Cemetery, Old Mission Mausoleum, and the Wichita Mausoleum. An
endowment is used to fund maintenance, pursuant to KSA 12-1408.
Although the investment income of fund assets is not projected to offset
expenditures, the endowment (fund balance) is sufficient to continue
maintenance at the current level into the foreseeable future.

Cemetery Fund Overview
The Cemetery Fund maintains an adequate balance to fund
expenditures during the planning period. Implementation of
GASB 72 resulted in investments being reported at fair market
value, which resulted in a large increase in fund balance. Longterm concerns remain, but are less pressing at this time.

The addition of the Old Mission Cemetery Mausoleum and Wichita
Mausoleum led to an eroding fund balance and growing maintenance backlog. However, with the recent implementation of GASB 72, the
Cemetery Fund’s stock portfolio, specifically security holdings, is being reported at fair market value for the first time, which will ensure that the
City continues to fulfill the requirement of KSA 12-1408 for future years.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Other
Total Revenues

$32,112,435

$35,757,504

$37,845,811

$39,149,885

$39,345,634

$39,542,363

$39,740,074

$32,112,435

$35,757,504

$37,845,811

$39,149,885

$39,345,634

$39,542,363

$39,740,074

Expenditures
Operating Costs
Debt Service

$21,756,194
8,403,840

$23,851,298
8,738,124

$24,302,470
9,059,401

$24,732,831
9,054,895

$25,474,816
8,964,032

$26,239,061
8,953,326

$27,026,233
8,942,214

Other
Total Expenditures

6,270,443

(2,096,191)

(15,431)

(734,801)

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

$36,430,477

$30,493,231

$33,346,440

$33,052,925

$35,938,848

$36,692,387

$37,468,447

Operating Margin

($4,318,042)

$5,264,273

$4,499,371

$6,096,960

$3,406,786

$2,849,976

$2,271,628

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$26,298,781
$21,980,739

$21,980,739
$27,245,012

$27,245,012
$31,744,383

$31,744,383
$37,841,343

$37,841,343
$41,248,129

$41,248,129
$44,098,105

$44,098,105
$46,369,732

The City of Wichita operates two airports: Wichita Dwight D. Eisenhower
National Airport in west Wichita; and Colonel James Jabara Airport in
northeast Wichita. Revenues and expenditures for airport operations are
included in the Airport Fund, pursuant to KSA 3-147. All airport operations
are financed completely by Airport revenues.

Airport Fund Overview
The cash balance in the Airport Fund has fluctuated as projected
due to the construction and financing of a new terminal as well
as parking improvements. Staff continue to monitor the broader
economy to ensure sufficient cash reserves.

Airport revenues for operations and capital improvements come from a
variety of sources, including concession fees charged to vendors such as rental car companies, parking lot revenues, rental fees charged to
Airport tenants, and landing fees charged to airlines based on negotiated rates. Revenues are also generated through programs authorized by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), including the Airport’s Passenger Facility Charge of $4.50 per eligible enplaned passenger buying a
ticket to fly out of Wichita and grant funding from the FAA’s Airport Improvement Program. The Transportation Security Administration also
provides grants for security projects.
The cash balance has been impacted by the capital project to build the new terminal and parking garage as expected. In addition, revenue
targets have been met and staff have managed cash levels to ensure sufficient cash reserves. Staff will continue to closely monitor market
conditions, because projections for enplanements and lease fees are impacted by the broader economy. Adjustments will be made as necessary based on broader economic conditions and local experience to ensure the City’s airports are managed as efficiently and effectively as
possible, as well as consistent with all local and national requirements for airport operations.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Charges for Service
Total Revenues

$4,091,026
$4,091,026

$3,925,830
$3,925,830

$3,915,541
$3,915,541

$3,898,934
$3,898,934

$3,917,179
$3,917,179

$3,935,515
$3,935,515

$3,953,943
$3,953,943

Expenditures
Other
Debt Service
Total Expenditures

$4,407,186
0
$4,407,186

$4,186,374
0
$4,186,374

$4,025,780
0
$4,025,780

$4,105,791
0
$4,105,791

$4,066,324
0
$4,066,324

$4,147,650
0
$4,147,650

$4,230,603
0
$4,230,603

Operating Margin

($316,160)

($260,544)

($110,239)

($206,857)

($149,145)

($212,135)

($276,661)

Beginning Balance
Ending Balance

$90,159
$20,071

$20,071
($240,473)

($240,473)
($350,712)

($350,712)
($557,569)

($557,569)
($706,713)

($706,713)
($918,849)

($918,849)
($1,195,509)

The Golf Fund was established to isolate revenues and expenditures supporting the City’s public courses so that net earnings could be invested in
course development and maintenance and avoid reliance on tax
subsidies. Operating expenditures are completely financed with user fees
from this fund. Revenues have fluctuated in recent years, due primarily to
variability in the number of rounds played and fee increases in 2009,
2012, 2014, and 2016. The system is transitioning to a membership
model and moving away from season passes. The memberships are
tiered by age groups and include a couples option. It is expected that this
new model will increase revenues. But the system still struggles with
increasing expenditures relative to revenues.

Golf Fund Overview
The Golf Fund lacks sufficient fund balance to finance operations. In
addition, capital projects and deferred obligations cannot be financed by
this fund. On June 18, 2019, the Wichita City Council voted to close one
of five courses, L.W. Clapp, on August 2, 2019 in order to improve system sustainability. The 2020-2021 Adopted Budget also includes the
closure of all but one course for eight weeks during the winter for added
savings.

Reserves are projected to continue to decline in the future despite the implementation of a number of innovative strategies by staff to promote
the City’s golf courses. This is due to a nationwide decline in the popularity of golf, which is compounded in some years by inclement weather.
Since 2012, staff focused on operational improvements such as customer service, mobile payment and reservation options, and player
development. However, those efforts were insufficient in reversing the decline, even after other courses in the community closed, contracting
the availability of golf.

Even with the closure of L.W. Clapp, staffing adjustments, and rolling seasonal closures and furloughs, the fund is expected to be troubled.
The fund balance is projected to be significantly lower than recommended. In addition, payments to the Debt Service Fund are not modeled in
the plan, and no funding for future capital improvements is expected to be available. Finally, if revenues continue to decline annually (as
included in the model), the Golf System will be faced with the need to continue reducing operating costs, or to increase revenues through fee
increases or new rounds played, or explore other options for sustainability.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Charges for Service
Advertising

$1,968,488

$2,490,720

$2,490,720

$2,490,720

$2,540,534

$2,591,345

$2,643,172

124,725

107,000

107,000

107,000

120,000

120,000

120,000

4,775,080

4,775,080

4,775,080

3,775,080

3,775,080

3,775,080

3,775,080

254,819

235,206

235,206

235,206

237,558

239,934

242,333

$7,123,112

$7,608,006

$7,608,006

$6,608,006

$6,673,173

$6,726,359

$6,780,585

Salaries and Benefits

$2,186,890

$2,518,808

$2,648,853

$2,825,198

$2,796,946

$2,768,977

$2,741,287

Contractual Services

1,018,374

1,244,983

1,149,535

1,153,653

1,142,117

1,130,695

1,119,388

Commodities

194,465

129,263

73,975

68,975

70,700

72,467

74,279

Grant Match

2,493,355

2,531,502

2,535,529

2,546,468

2,610,130

2,675,383

2,742,268

Other

1,359,084

366,625

395,804

409,267

413,360

417,493

421,668

Total Expenditures

$7,252,168

$6,791,181

$6,803,696

$7,003,562

$7,033,252

$7,065,016

$7,098,890

Operating Margin

($129,056)

$816,825

$804,310

($395,556)

($360,079)

($338,657)

($318,305)

Beginning Balance

$1,436,202

$1,307,146

$2,123,970

$2,928,280

$2,532,724

$2,172,645

$1,833,988

Ending Balance

$1,307,146

$2,123,970

$2,928,280

$2,532,724

$2,172,645

$1,833,988

$1,515,683

Transfers In
Other
Total Revenues
Expenditures

The Transit Fund is the local (non-grant) fund that finances the operations
Transit Fund Overview
of Wichita Transit. The fund was created pursuant to KSA 13-3101 et seq.
Revenues are derived from ridership fees, miscellaneous revenue, and a This Transit Fund is distressed with proceeds from the Hyatt
significant transfer from the General Fund. Expenditures are primarily for ending in 2020. However, cost savings from strategic operating
operating costs, although Transit Fund monies are used significantly to changes, along with revenue increases from partnerships with
leverage federal grants for Transit services. During the development of local schools and universities are keeping the outlook stable.
the 2017 Adopted Budget, staff indicated the possibility of a shortfall in
2020 due to Transit’s reliance on federal grant funding for operations, as well as the low amount of federal carry-over funds held by Transit. In
September 2016, the City Council approved the Wichita Transit Sustainability Plan, allocating $4 million from the sale of the Hyatt Regency
Wichita towards Transit sustainability initiatives.
The Transit Fund relies on a combination of revenue from riders, contracts with Wichita State University and USD 259, an annual General
Fund transfer, state grants, and federal grants. The federal grant apportionment is especially important due to Transit’s reliance on grants and
the ability to match grant funds. For most of the financial plan, the Transit Fund looks stable, but still has structural funding issues. The last
year with a transfer from the sale of the Hyatt will be 2020, decreasing the fund’s annual revenue by $1 million. Strategic operations changes
have been implemented to reduce costs and more savings are anticipated with the conversion to electric buses beginning in 2020. These
savings are difficult to project and are currently shown conservatively.
Significant increases in ridership from recent Transit initiatives could positively affect federal and state grant apportionments to Transit in
future years, but these increases would need to drastically increase farebox revenue and the size of the annual grant apportionments to solve
the ongoing Transit sustainability issue. The Transit Fund outlook is favorable in the short-term, but there are still long-term sustainability
issues.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$63,695,857

$68,206,598

$70,328,844

$72,543,647

$75,082,675

$77,710,568

$80,430,438

912,039

410,000

410,000

410,000

410,000

410,000

410,001

$64,607,896

$68,616,598

$70,738,844

$72,953,647

$75,492,675

$78,120,568

$80,840,439

$11,881,612

$12,762,146

$13,239,289

$13,644,605

$13,985,720

$14,335,363

$14,693,747

Capital Outlay

2,370,101

2,600,000

2,678,000

2,758,340

2,896,257

3,041,070

3,193,123

Debt Service

21,991,683

21,205,177

20,977,247

21,866,061

22,600,826

23,425,568

21,350,498

Other

19,364,362

22,409,133

21,835,817

22,083,546

22,966,888

23,885,564

24,840,986

Total Expenditures

$55,607,758

$58,976,456

$58,730,353

$60,352,552

$62,449,691

$64,687,564

$64,078,354

Operating Margin

$9,000,138

$9,640,142

$12,008,491

$12,601,095

$13,042,984

$13,433,004

$16,762,085

Beginning Balance

$46,429,847

$20,908,462

$30,548,604

$42,557,094

$55,158,190

$68,201,174

$81,634,178

$30,548,604

$42,557,094

$55,158,190

$68,201,174

$81,634,178

$98,396,262

Revenues
Charges for Services
Other
Total Revenues
Expenditures
Personal Services

Changes in Liabilities
Ending Balance

(34,521,523)
$20,908,462

State law allows the governing body of a city to provide for a system of
treatment and disposal of wastewater. All revenues derived from a
wastewater system are to be deposited into a separate fund per KSA
12-631i. As such, the Sewer Utility Fund was established to maintain
the sewer system, including related piping, four wastewater treatment
facilities, and fifty-seven sanitary sewer lift stations.

Sewer Utility Fund Overview
Public Works & Utilities (PW&U) staff are responsible for the Sewer
Utility Fund’s business planning function. Staff oversaw an effort to
update prior cost of services analysis figures. This update, plus
additional forecasted work, results in the future projections.

Revenues are generated mostly from charges to customers. Rates charged to customers are derived from average winter water consumption.
These calculations discount water usage during warmer months, as increased consumption in these months typically does not end up in the
sewer system, to limit bills to the effluent that must be treated. Rates charged to customers are similar to the industry average, according to
studies by the American Water Works Association. As Wichita has increased rates, most other comparable utilities have also increased rates.
To accommodate increasing debt service and address deferred maintenance concerns, rate increases have become necessary. Public Works
& Utilities staff annually project revenues and capital and operating needs. Long-term plans are also regularly updated. Periodic rate adjustments are recommended on the basis of these projections and actual experience. Rate adjustments are also driven by the need to maintain a
sufficient cash balance to ensure compliance with bond covenants. Present bond covenant restrictions require the Sewer Utility Fund to have
a cash balance equal to at least 120% of debt service. Future major capital improvements to bring the wastewater treatment system in
compliance with new Environmental Protection Agency requirements and meet other system needs will likely require a larger fund balance
and further rate adjustments. Several major efforts are underway to support future decision making related to the wastewater system,
including the Utility Optimization Project and Sewer Master Plan update.
The most significant project currently planned for the Sewer Utility is the Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) project. The project is driven by
changing federal and state regulations regarding the removal of biological nutrients in wastewater treatment processes. To meet the new
regulations, significant improvements to the City’s wastewater treatment facilities will be required. The project is estimated to cost as much as
$356 million. Future rate increases will be largely driven by the final cost and financing sources available for this project.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$89,637,783

$100,618,220

$105,353,438

$111,731,566

$115,083,513

$118,536,018

$122,092,098

1,836,012

1,025,500

1,030,500

1,035,500

1,087,275

1,141,639

1,198,721

$91,473,795

$101,643,720

$106,383,938

$112,767,066

$116,170,788

$119,677,657

$123,290,819

$9,944,876

$12,568,520

$13,282,455

$13,654,318

$13,995,676

$14,345,568

$14,704,207

Capital Outlay

4,992,400

2,680,500

2,470,000

2,470,000

2,593,500

2,723,175

2,859,334

Debt Service

32,266,700

32,529,532

35,873,138

42,807,283

49,726,920

56,876,122

63,099,973

Other

28,016,601

40,125,381

40,518,740

40,911,818

42,957,409

45,105,279

47,360,543

Total Expenditures

$75,220,577

$87,903,933

$92,144,333

$99,843,419

$109,273,505

$119,050,144

$128,024,057

Operating Margin

$16,253,218

$13,739,787

$14,239,605

$12,923,647

$6,897,283

$627,513

($4,733,238)

Beginning Balance

$82,400,297

$86,239,020

$99,978,807

$114,218,412

$127,142,059

$134,039,341

$134,666,854

$99,978,807

$114,218,412

$127,142,059

$134,039,341

$134,666,854

$129,933,616

Revenues
Charges for Services
Other
Total Revenues
Expenditures
Personal Services

Changes in Liabilities
Ending Balance

(12,414,495)
$86,239,020

State law allows the governing body of a city to provide for a water treatment system. All revenues derived from such a system are to be
deposited into a separate fund per KSA 12-825d. As such, the Water
Utility Fund was established to maintain the water system, including
related piping, water treatment facilities, and all other system capital.

Water Utility Fund Overview
Public Works & Utilities (PW&U) staff are responsible for the
Water Utility Fund’s business planning function. This staff oversaw an effort to update its prior cost of services analysis figures.
This, plus additional work, formulates existing projections.

Revenues are generated mostly from charges to customers. Rates
charged to customers are based upon meter readings of consumption
activity. Rates charged to customers are similar to the industry average, according to studies by the American Water Works Association.

To accommodate increasing debt service, rate increases have become necessary. Public Works & Utilities staff annually project revenues and
capital and operating needs. Long-term plans are also regularly updated. Periodic rate adjustments are recommended on the basis of these
projections and actual experience. Rate adjustments are also driven by the need to maintain a sufficient cash balance to ensure compliance
with bond covenants. Present bond covenant restrictions require the Water Utility Fund to have a cash balance equal to at least 120% of debt
service. Planned major capital improvements to meet water system needs will likely require a larger fund balance and further rate adjustments. Several major efforts are underway to support future decision making related to the water system, including the Utility Optimization
Project and Water Master Plan update.
The Water Utility is currently in the design phase of its most significant project, which is construction of a new Northwest Water Treatment
Facility (NWWTF) to replace the aged Main Water Treatment Plant (MWTP). The Utility was invited to apply for federal and state financing
programs, which offer favorable repayment terms that will help minimize the rate impacts to customers. The current estimated cost is $524
million. Future rate increases will be largely driven by the final cost and financing terms of this project, both of which are expected to be
determined in fall 2019.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$12,852,766

$12,738,163

$12,763,639

$12,789,167

$12,814,745

$12,840,375

$12,866,055

147,705

0

0

0

0

0

0

$13,000,471

$12,738,163

$12,763,639

$12,789,167

$12,814,745

$12,840,375

$12,866,055

$2,598,502

$2,824,156

$2,935,821

3,029,456

3,120,340

3,213,950

3,310,368

186,555

428,000

428,000

428,000

1,374,268

52,665

52,665

Debt Service

2,780,357

2,774,038

2,692,502

2,081,518

2,480,218

3,232,046

3,849,610

Other

Revenues
Charges for Services
Other
Total Revenues
Expenditures
Personal Services
Capital Outlay

3,718,886

4,704,039

4,834,488

4,898,169

5,045,114

5,196,467

5,352,362

Total Expenditures

$9,284,300

$10,730,233

$10,890,811

$10,437,143

$12,019,940

$11,695,128

$12,565,005

Operating Margin

$3,716,171

$2,007,930

$1,872,828

$2,352,024

$794,805

$1,145,246

$301,050

Beginning Balance

$9,706,918

$13,390,565

$15,398,495

$17,271,323

$19,623,347

$20,418,152

$21,563,399

$15,398,495

$17,271,323

$19,623,347

$20,418,152

$21,563,399

$21,864,449

(32,524)

Changes in Liabilities
Ending Balance

$13,390,565

The Stormwater Utility was established in 1993 to maintain and improve
storm drainage systems, and to comply with federal stormwater regulations. The Stormwater Utility is funded through an Equivalent Residential
Unit (ERU) fee that is charged monthly to property owners. An ERU rate
of $2.25 was recommended when the Stormwater Utility was established
(which, with inflation, would be the equivalent of $3.80 today). However,
the initial rate was set at $1.78 in 1993. This rate was decreased to $1.21
in 1995 and was increased over time to $2.00 in 2017.

Stormwater Utility Fund Overview
Public Works & Utilities (PW&U) staff are responsible for the
Stormwater Utility Fund’s business planning function. Staff project adequate revenue to cover planned operating and capital
expenditures while maintaining a steadily growing balance in the
fund.

In 2015, the City began examining the Stormwater rate model through a Cost of Services Analysis (COSA) review. After a preliminary review
of the COSA findings, staff began a public engagement phase at the District Advisory Boards, and eventually formally presented the COSA
findings and recommendations to the City Council on April 18, 2017. Based on staff recommendations, the City Council approved two fundamental changes to the Stormwater funding model: establishing a base fee per customer, and modifying the residential class structure. The
new base fee, effective May 1, 2017, increased monthly bills by $1.50 per account, generating an estimated $2.4 million annually.
The new rate model provides additional resources to fund drainage improvements and operating costs. Based on projections, the Stormwater
Utility Fund is structurally balanced and will have adequate capacity for projected operating costs and additional budgeted capital improvements.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

$12,331,874

$12,880,417

$13,188,819

$14,367,053

$14,510,723

$14,655,830

$14,802,389

$12,331,874

$12,880,417

$13,188,819

$14,367,053

$14,510,723

$14,655,830

$14,802,389

Salaries and Benefits

$4,846,551

$5,263,825

$5,539,250

$5,620,806

$5,761,326

$5,905,359

$6,052,993

Contractual Services

5,245,458

6,037,494

5,937,796

6,137,096

6,198,467

6,260,452

6,323,057

Revenues
Charges for Service
Total Revenues
Expenditures

Commodities
System Replacement
Copier Lease
Other

151,929

142,678

155,978

141,978

145,528

149,166

152,895

1,027,511

1,582,197

1,966,948

1,874,943

2,000,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

65,905

140,768

140,768

140,768

139,361

137,967

136,587

113,798

257,729

374,603

483,571

488,407

493,291

498,224

$11,451,152

$13,424,691

$14,115,343

$14,399,163

$14,733,089

$14,946,235

$15,163,756

Operating Margin

$880,722

($544,274)

($926,525)

($32,111)

($222,366)

($290,405)

($361,367)

Beginning Balance

$2,061,700

$2,942,422

$2,398,148

$1,471,623

$1,439,512

$1,217,147

$926,742

Ending Balance

$2,942,422

$2,398,148

$1,471,623

$1,439,512

$1,217,147

$926,742

$565,374

Total Expenditures

The information technology needs of the organization are funded through
this internal service fund. Revenues are derived through a fully allocated
cost model for software applications and hardware items that maintain
itemized pricing. Departments are charged based on the applications and
hardware used. Annually, amounts are transferred to three replacement
funds to finance hardware replacements and future system upgrades.
Charges to users are projected to be adjusted to better align charges with
the costs of providing services.

Information Technology Fund Overview
The Information Technology Fund pays for operations, equipment, and system replacements and upgrades. The fund
receives revenue based upon a full cost allocation model that
establishes charges for maintaining systems and replacing
equipment and systems as necessary.

The Information Technology Fund has a target fund balance of 5% or less. The fund’s balance is higher than the target, due to staff turnover.
Network security costs, escalating costs for annual maintenance agreements, and capital financing for major system upgrades are primary
concerns related to Information Technology operations. It is likely that continual increases in charges to user departments will be necessary to
maintain this fund.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Charges for Services
Rental Income
Other
Total Revenues

$5,086,309

$5,156,557

$5,311,254

$5,470,592

$5,525,298

$5,580,551

$5,636,356

9,405,242

9,551,566

9,551,566

9,551,566

9,647,082

9,743,552

9,840,988

478,009

1,180,000

1,180,000

1,180,000

1,180,000

1,180,000

1,180,001

$14,969,560

$15,888,123

$16,042,820

$16,202,158

$16,352,379

$16,504,103

$16,657,345

$3,607,373

$3,387,308

$3,280,201

$3,393,634

$3,495,443

$3,600,306

$3,708,315

2,077,777

3,332,000

3,397,000

3,430,970

3,499,589

3,569,581

3,640,973

Expenditures
Personal Services
Capital Outlay
Other

8,347,985

8,796,974

9,122,100

9,083,359

9,355,860

9,636,536

9,925,632

$14,033,135

$15,516,282

$15,799,301

$15,907,963

$16,350,892

$16,806,423

$17,274,920

Operating Margin

$762,412

$371,841

$243,519

$294,195

$1,487

($302,320)

($617,575)

Beginning Balance

$2,139,500

$2,901,912

$3,273,753

$3,517,272

$3,811,467

$3,812,954

$3,510,634

Ending Balance

$2,901,912

$3,273,753

$3,517,272

$3,811,467

$3,812,954

$3,510,634

$2,893,059

Total Expenditures

The Fleet Fund finances operations related to the maintenance and
replacement of the City’s fleet and heavy equipment inventory. Fleet
Maintenance is responsible for over 3,000 pieces of equipment, including
police patrol cars, fire engines, tractors, dump trucks, bulldozers, and
small equipment. Lease rates are charged to departmental budgets to pay
for Fleet Fund expenditures.
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Fleet Fund Overview
The Fleet Fund charges City operations to maintain and replace
much of the City’s fleet and heavy equipment. With the
implementation a new model to optimize fleet replacement
intervals, replacement costs are expected to increase, but ongoing costs are expect to fall, as fleet cost life cycles are
optimized.

Wichita, Kansas

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Transfers In

$661,749

Other
Total Revenues

$1,664,753

$667,848

$671,036

$677,746

$684,523

$691,369

55,370,174

62,049,788

64,284,772

69,427,554

74,981,758

80,980,299

87,458,723

$56,031,923

$63,714,541

$64,952,620

$70,098,589

$75,659,504

$81,664,822

$88,150,091

$1,666,674

$2,462,541

$2,497,556

$2,526,629

$2,589,795

$2,654,540

$2,720,903

Expenditures
Personal Services
Health Insurance

49,394,279

53,345,821

57,613,487

62,222,566

67,200,371

72,576,401

78,382,513

(13,358,082)

5,849,478

6,317,436

6,822,831

7,368,658

7,958,150

8,594,802

Total Expenditures

$37,702,871

$61,657,840

$66,428,479

$71,572,026

$77,158,824

$83,189,091

$89,698,219

Operating Margin

$18,329,052

$2,056,701

($1,475,859)

($1,473,437)

($1,499,320)

($1,524,269)

($1,548,127)

Beginning Balance

$4,424,456

$22,753,508

$24,810,209

$23,334,351

$21,860,914

$20,361,594

$18,837,325

$22,753,508

$24,810,209

$23,334,351

$21,860,914

$20,361,594

$18,837,325

$17,289,198

Other

Ending Balance

The City of Wichita operates a Self Insurance Fund, pursuant to KSA 122615. The fund is divided into four sub-funds: Group Life; Group Health;
Workers’ Compensation; and Risk Management. The City seeks to maintain reserves equal to an 85% confidence level regarding future potential
claims. Revenues to the fund are based on charges to employees and the
City (depending on the program). Health Insurance is funded 80% by the
employer and 20% by the employee. Risk Management and Workers’
Compensation are entirely funded by the City. Fund expenditures are
inherently volatile and difficult to predict. Specifically, extraordinary tort
claims costs and weather-related property damage could stress the position of the fund. Insurance is maintained to offset the potential financial
risk of any adverse claims experience.

Self Insurance Fund Overview
The Self Insurance Fund receives revenues from employee and
employer cost sharing and transfers, depending upon the program. Unfavorable tort liability experiences and severe weatherrelated property claims are primary concerns for the fund.
However, sufficient fund balances are projected for the fund
throughout the planning period. Currently, the fund maintains
reserves at the 85% confidence level, based on an annual
actuarial review.

The projections for this fund are conservative and assume a projected “worst case” scenario in claims costs each year, which is unlikely. Contractual expenditures for outside legal counsel and increased tort claims have increased expenditures from the Self Insurance Fund. These
trends will be closely monitored and adjustments will be considered to ensure sufficient reserves. If existing trends continue into the future,
then financing and program modifications will need to be considered.
The Workers’ Compensation cash balance will also be closely monitored, and the City will make adjustments as necessary to ensure sufficient
resources are available to pay for any claims.
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In Kansas, state law authorizes Tax Increment Financing (TIF) to finance
the cleanup of environmentally contaminated areas (K.S.A. 12-1771a)
and the redevelopment of blighted areas (K.S.A. 12-1770).

Overview for TIF Funds
The City’s TIF funds are all relatively well-positioned, based upon
projections. The Douglas & Hillside TIF could be challenged to
completely reimburse the Debt Service Fund prior to the TIF
expiration. However, a new development agreement approved in
2017 should significantly enhance the standing of that TIF. The
remaining incremental TIFs are projected to fully cover any debt
service obligations over the life of the TIF.

The City of Wichita has two decremental TIF funds, which have been
established to avoid expected future declines in property valuations
caused by liabilities associated with localized groundwater pollution.
Based upon establishment of the decremental TIF funds and a liability
waiver program, property valuations have been maintained. A share of
the decremental revenue (the difference between actual property The 21st & Grove TIF was closed in 2017. This is the third increvaluations and the reduced valuations that would likely have resulted if mental TIF (along with the Old Town TIF and the Central and
Wichita had not taken action) is captured to cash or debt finance the costs Hillside TIF) that successfully completed the financing of imof eligible remediation expenditures such as the construction and provements and fully reimbursed the Debt Service Fund.
operation of groundwater treatment systems. Decremental TIF funds may
The two decremental TIFs will reach the end of the decremental
capture decremental revenue for an initial 20-year period, and up to one
revenue phase; the long term status of those TIFs will be largely
additional 10-year period, with support from the affected taxing districts
impacted by continued mitigation costs and any future collections
(Sedgwick County and USD 259). Decremental TIF funds also receive
from responsible parties.
revenues from other sources including idle fund investments and legal
settlements. A decremental TIF fund should remain open until all cleanup
efforts are complete. Cleanup efforts are expected to extend well beyond the period in which decremental revenue can be collected.

Project plans may be established at any point in the 20-year period following the establishment of the TIF District for an incremental TIF fund.
Project plans may require up to a 20-year period to retire all debt obligations. Incremental TIF funds are closed following completion of project
plans and the retirement of debt obligations.
K.S.A. 12-1770 allows redevelopment costs in blighted areas to be recovered through the establishment of incremental TIF funds. In such
funds, the incremental tax revenue (the difference between actual property valuations and valuations from an established base year) resulting
from redevelopment efforts can be captured to cash or debt finance the costs of eligible public improvements such as curb and gutter, sidewalk and street repairs, street lighting, and other public infrastructure amenities. Incremental tax revenue tends to grow over time as valuation
increases occur. Debt financing is most often necessary to finance infrastructure improvements. Revenue tends to lag debt service requirements in the early years of a TIF, creating an obligation to the Debt Service Fund. For the six active TIF funds with outstanding debt, general
obligation bonds totaling $53,493,725 were originally issued. Of this debt, a total of $47,613,606 in principal and interest payments has been
reimbursed by the TIF funds. This is a cumulative $4,370,571 less than the scheduled debt services payments (made by the Debt Service
Fund) through 2018. The total TIF debt outstanding as of year-end 2018 was $17,060,715.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax
Other
Total Revenues

$2,670,040

$2,670,040

$2,670,040

$2,670,040

$0

$0

$0

96,220

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

110,000

$2,766,260

$2,780,040

$2,780,040

$2,780,040

$110,000

$110,000

$110,000

$425,184

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

$800,000

Expenditures
Contractuals

595,619

769,207

762,989

778,158

250,000

255,000

260,100

Total Expenditures

Other

$1,020,803

$1,569,207

$1,562,989

$1,578,158

$1,050,000

$1,055,000

$1,060,100

Operating Margin

$1,745,457

$1,210,833

$1,217,051

$1,201,882

($940,000)

($945,000)

($950,100)

Beginning Balance

$16,116,260

$17,861,717

$19,072,550

$20,289,601

$21,491,483

$20,551,483

$19,606,483

Ending Balance

$17,861,717

$19,072,550

$20,289,601

$21,491,483

$20,551,483

$19,606,483

$18,656,383

The TIF funds groundwater contamination remediation for a section of
central and south Wichita. The TIF was established in 1991, and, with
a 10-year extension granted in 2006, decremental payments will
continue through 2021. The cleanup in this area moved into the
remediation operations phase in 2002. Remediation activity may
continue until 2062, but is expected to be completed sooner.

Gilbert & Mosley TIF Fund Overview
The debt for this fund will mature by the end of 2020, with
decremental payments ending in 2022. The long-term condition of the TIF is largely dependent on the remediation
progress, and any legal settlements or unforeseen mitigation
costs. The TIF could remain open until 2062; however, Public
Works & Utilities staff recently estimated that the TIF could
close about 20 years earlier in 2042.

Decremental property tax revenue is steady and predictable. However,
revenue from such sources as legal settlements are less certain.
Operating expenditures consist of contractuals and commodities, debt
service (through 2020), and staff reimbursements. All expenditures support mandatory groundwater contamination remediation efforts.
Annual debt service is scheduled through 2020, and a fund balance of $18.7 million is projected at the end of 2022. Supplemented with
future legal settlements, this balance will finance both ongoing and unexpected mitigation costs until remediation is complete and the
TIF is closed. If the balance becomes depleted at any time prior to completion of remediation efforts, then Debt Service Fund resources
would likely become necessary to finish the project.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax
Other

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

598,384

0

0

0

0

0

0

$1,763,684

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

$1,165,300

Contractuals

$50,447

$2,367,983

$2,376,890

$2,385,801

$2,445,446

$2,506,582

$2,569,247

Other

219,531

331,610

342,442

351,661

360,453

369,464

378,700

$269,978

$2,699,593

$2,719,332

$2,737,462

$2,805,899

$2,876,046

$2,947,947

Operating Margin

$1,493,707

($1,534,293)

($1,554,032)

($1,572,162)

($1,640,599)

($1,710,746)

($1,782,647)

Beginning Balance

$13,815,857

$15,309,564

$13,775,271

$12,221,239

$10,649,077

$9,008,478

$7,297,732

Ending Balance

$15,309,564

$13,775,271

$12,221,239

$10,649,077

$9,008,478

$7,297,732

$5,515,085

Total Revenues
Expenditures

Total Expenditures

This TIF funds groundwater contamination remediation for a section of
north Wichita. The TIF was established in 1996, and, with a 10-year
extension granted in 2015, decremental payments will continue
through 2025. The cleanup in this area is currently in the remediation
design phase, but will begin transitioning into the remediation
operations phase sometime in the near future. Remediation activity
may continue until 2095, but could be completed sooner.

NIC TIF Fund Overview
This TIF has no debt and will continue to receive decremental
payments through 2025. The timing and amount of
expenditures will vary based on the extent of remediation
efforts required by the Kansas Department of Health and
Environment. Additional revenue is expected from legal settlements and collections for potentially responsible parties. The
TIF is expected to remain open past 2025, with an actual end
date dependent upon the effectiveness of remediation efforts.

Decremental property tax revenue is steady and predictable. The
other primary source of revenue is legal settlements from potentially
responsible parties. Operating expenditures are currently low, and are
primarily for planning and monitoring. Significant and much larger expenditures are expected in the near future, and are dependent
largely on the scope and extent of remediation efforts. A fund balance of $5.5 million is projected at the end of 2024. Supplemented
with future decremental property taxes (through 2025) and legal settlements, this balance will finance both ongoing and unexpected
mitigation costs until remediation is complete and the TIF is closed. If the balance becomes depleted at any time prior to completion of
remediation efforts, then Debt Service Fund resources would likely become necessary to finish the project.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$789,633

$1,680,322

$1,730,732

$2,040,910

$2,099,555

$2,123,184

$2,147,103

Total Revenues

$789,633

$1,680,322

$1,730,732

$2,040,910

$2,099,555

$2,123,184

$2,147,103

$1,029,899

$1,680,322

$1,730,732

$2,040,910

$2,099,555

$2,123,184

$2,147,103

$1,029,899

$1,680,322

$1,730,732

$2,040,910

$2,099,555

$2,123,184

$2,147,103

Operating Margin

$240,266

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$240,266

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($3,110,697)

($3,434,372)

($3,699,927)

($3,672,137)

($3,571,486)

($2,474,839)

($1,171,560)

Expenditures
Other
Total Expenditures

Ending Balance

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

The East Bank Redevelopment District was created in 1995 to develop East Bank TIF Fund Overview
a convention hotel adjacent to the City’s convention center and was
Based on current projections, the fund will complete the
subsequently expanded to develop WaterWalk. At the end of 2018, the
TIF fund was $3,110,697 in arrears in covering scheduled debt service reimbursement of all debt service obligations by 2025. The
amount of debt service in arrears is expected to remain steady
payments. This deficit is projected to decline, and as debt begins to
mature in 2022 and 2024, with the TIF increment rapidly covering any through 2022, and then rapidly decline as debt matures.
accumulated deficit. Due to a 2017 legislative amendment to KSA 12-1775a, there will be no transfer from the State General Fund for
any tax increment financing replacement funding. This represents a loss of $243,251 in 2018. If legislation does not change, the state
will begin distributions again in 2021. Based upon current projections, all debt service obligations will be met in 2025 and the TIF fund
can be closed at that time.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$508,170

$575,117

$592,371

$610,142

$616,243

$0

$0

Total Revenues

$508,170

$575,117

$592,371

$610,142

$616,243

$0

$0

$508,170

$575,117

$592,371

$610,142

$616,243

$0

$0

$508,170

$575,117

$592,371

$610,142

$616,243

$0

$0

Operating Margin

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($776,262)

($201,145)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Expenditures
Other
Total Expenditures

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

The Old Town Cinema Redevelopment District was created in 1999 as
part of continuing efforts to revitalize the Old Town area. The debt
service on the initial debt incurred ended in 2018. However, in 2015,
the project plan for the TIF was expanded and new improvements
were completed. These will be financed with subsequent TIF revenue.
At the end of 2018, the TIF fund was $776,262 in arrears in covering
scheduled debt service payments. However, based upon current projections, all existing debt service obligations, and additional costs of
project plan improvement, will be reimbursed by 2023 when the TIF
closes.
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Old Town Cinema TIF Fund Overview
Based upon current projections, the TIF fund will have
completely reimbursed the Debt Service Fund for all
obligations by 2023.

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$0

$50,395

$25,198

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Revenues

$0

$50,395

$25,198

$0

$0

$0

$0

Expenditures
$0

$25,186

$50,407

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Expenditures

$0

$25,286

$50,407

$0

$0

$0

$0

Operating Margin

$0

$25,209

($25,209)

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$0

$0

$25,209

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$0

$25,209

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($71,226)

($46,040)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Other

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

The Northeast Redevelopment District was created in 1997 to fund
improvements near 13th and Grove, including the demolition of existing structures and infrastructure improvements. In 2005, the City
Council approved a project plan for the development of a Save-a-Lot
grocery store. At the end of 2018, the TIF fund was $71,226 in arrears,
however a delinquency payment owed from the developer was paid to
the City early in 2019. There is no debt outstanding on this TIF, since
temporary notes originally financing this project were retired with Debt
Service Fund cash. Based upon current projections, transfers through
2020 are expected to complete the reimbursement of the Debt Service
Fund and allow the TIF to be
closed.
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Northeast Redevelopment TIF Fund Overview
Based upon current projections, the TIF fund will complete the
reimbursement of the Debt Service Fund by 2020 and can be
closed.

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$286,024

$458,279

$661,406

$712,759

$957,067

$1,025,168

$1,095,312

Total Revenues

$286,024

$427,882

$855,764

$712,759

$957,067

$1,025,168

$1,095,312

Expenditures
$156,430

$154,032

$1,263,132

$712,759

$957,067

$1,025,168

$1,095,312

Total Expenditures

Other

$156,430

$154,032

$1,263,132

$712,759

$957,067

$1,025,168

$1,095,312

Operating Margin

$129,594

$304,247

($407,367)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$3,923

$133,517

$437,764

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$133,517

$407,764

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

$413,368

$361,897

$773,752

$682,809

$724,623

$727,087

$351,324

Beginning Balance

The Center City Redevelopment District was created in 2007 as part of Center City TIF Fund Overview
continuing efforts to revitalize downtown near INTRUST Bank Arena.
The TIF fund helps finance three distinct projects: Arena Phase I; Increasing increments in this TIF are expected upon valuation
Douglas Place; and Exchange Place. Arena Phase I included the of the completed Exchange Place project. This will also
reconstruction of streets in the immediate vicinity of INTRUST Bank increase debt for this TIF beginning in 2020. When the TIF
Arena and the development of a wayfinding system. Douglas Place closes in 2033, a modest deficit is expected based on current
included the conversion of a historic downtown building into a boutique projections.
hotel with an adjacent parking structure. Exchange Place includes the
conversion of existing buildings into a mixed-use apartment complex with an attached parking structure.
The TIF increment is expected to increase steadily over the next few years due to the inclusion of the valuation of the completed
Exchange Place project. This projection assumes half of the valuation of Exchange Place impacting revenue in 2020, with the full
impact shown conservatively in 2021. These projections also include the impact of new debt service, expected to begin in 2020. Final
amounts will be impacted by the action of the County Appraiser, as well as the amount and structure of debt service payments. Current
increment estimates provided by Economic Development staff are less than scheduled debt service and a modest deficit is expected
upon TIF closure in 2033.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax
Other
Total Revenues

$41,646

$63,240

$63,872

$64,511

$65,156

$65,808

$66,466

59,592

186,301

124,828

130,139

135,144

134,842

139,384

$101,238

$249,541

$188,700

$194,650

$200,300

$200,650

$205,850

Expenditures
$145,765

$225,557

$212,684

$194,650

$200,300

$200,650

$205,850

Total Expenditures

Other

$145,765

$225,557

$212,684

$194,650

$200,300

$200,650

$205,850

Operating Margin

($44,527)

$23,984

($23,984)

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$44,527

$0

$23,984

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$23,984

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($68,491)

($23,984)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

The Ken Mar Redevelopment District was created in 2008 to revitalize
the area at 13th and Oliver. A Neighborhood Walmart was located in
the TIF area and other developments followed, but the Neighborhood
Walmart closed in early 2016. The space vacated by Walmart was
occupied by American Freight in 2017. Valuation in the TIF has not
reached levels high enough to support annual reimbursement
payments to the Debt Service Fund. There is no debt outstanding on
this TIF, since temporary notes originally financing this project were
retired with Debt Service Fund cash. The TIF is obligated to reimburse
the Debt Service Fund based on an agreed upon amortization
schedule. The City and developers have an agreement under which
the developers will make up any shortfall between the increment and
the required Debt Service Fund reimbursement. The fund does have a
slight deficit in debt service reimbursements, due to the timing of
reimbursement payments. All debt service reimbursement is projected
to be reimbursed by 2029.
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Ken Mar TIF Fund Overview
Based upon current projections, the TIF fund is expected to
repay all debt obligations by 2029. The condition of the fund is
largely dependent on two factors: the type of development in
the TIF—which drives the value of the increment—and the
continued participation of the developer in covering annual
deficits based on the development agreement.

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$15,873

$25,000

$364,697

$371,991

$379,431

$387,019

$394,760

Total Revenues

$15,873

$25,000

$364,697

$371,991

$379,431

$387,019

$394,760

Expenditures
$323,763

$25,000

$364,697

$371,991

$379,431

$387,019

$394,760

Total Expenditures

Other

$323,763

$25,000

$364,697

$371,991

$379,431

$387,019

$394,760

Operating Margin

($307,890)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$307,890

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($757,243)

($1,075,678)

($1,055,029)

($1,028,536)

($995,753)

($956,154)

($904,047)

Ending Balance

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

The Douglas & Hillside Redevelopment District was created in 2006
with plans for a condominium tower and mixed-use facilities. Limited
progress was made towards redevelopment and the developer did not
pay the taxes on the undeveloped part of the property for five years.
The City Council dissolved the development agreement in March 2016
and began pursuing alternatives for the site.

Douglas & Hillside TIF Fund Overview
The condition of this TIF is expected to improve now that initial
projects are completed. Two key variables will impact fund
performance: the valuation of new improvements and the year
in which those improvements are placed on the tax rolls.
Based on the current forecast, the TIF will expire in 2027.

A new developer, Uptown Landing LLC, was selected
by the City Council on December 13, 2016 to construct
188 apartment units between two parcels and as much
as 18,000 square feet of commercial space. The recently completed apartments include high-end finishes,
a first-level parking garage, and a rooftop gathering
space for tenants. Scheduled debt service payments
began in 2015 and the TIF fund was $757,243 in arrears in covering scheduled debt service payments at
the end of 2018. However, this does not include the
$732,936 from the sale of the Delano catalyst site, the
proceeds or which are available to cover potential underpayments from this TIF to the Debt Service Fund.
The condition of this TIF is expected to improve now
that initial projects from the new development agreement are completed. Two very significant variables will impact the performance of this TIF: the total valuation ultimately placed on developer improvements by the County Appraiser, and the timing with which those improvements are placed on the tax rolls.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$55,811

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

Total Revenues

$55,811

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

$55,811

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

$55,811

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

Operating Margin

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Expenditures
Contractual Payments
Total Expenditures

The Union Station Redevelopment District was created in 2014 with
plans to renovate the historic buildings on the Union Station campus
and for new infill construction to create a mixed-use development containing almost 275,000 square feet of retail, restaurant, and office
space. The City’s participation in the Union Station project is different
than most other City TIFs. The developer will use private financing for
the project and be reimbursed for eligible project expenditures only if
TIF revenue is available. The City will not incur any TIF-backed debt
for this project. In the first phase of the Union Station TIF plan, the
developer is eligible for repayment of up to $2,475,990 in eligible project expenditures plus interest for public improvements such as the
plaza, pictured below.
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Union Station TIF Fund Overview
Phase one of the Union Station TIF fund provides cash
financing for eligible project expenditures, up to $2.5 million.
There will be no City TIF-backed debt for the project.

2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$50,820

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

Total Revenues

$50,820

$153,000

$156,060

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

Expenditures
Contractual Payments

$0

$153,000

$251,623

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

$0

$153,000

$251,623

$159,181

$162,365

$165,612

$168,924

Operating Margin

$50,820

$0

($95,563)

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$44,743

$95,563

$95,563

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$95,563

$95,563

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Total Expenditures

The South Fork Redevelopment District was created in 2012 with
plans to develop a 50 acre site located adjacent to the Kansas
Turnpike and fronting 47th Street South. The plan is to create a
mixed use development including restaurants, branch banks and
highway-related commercial uses. The City’s participation in the
South Fork Phase A project is different than most other TIFs. The
City financed the improvements with special assessments that
are paid by the property owners. The special assessments can be
reimbursed to the developer as TIF revenue is available. The City
will not incur any TIF-backed debt for this project. Based upon the
special assessment project costs, the developer is eligible for
repayment of up to $5,127,965 in eligible project expenditures on
public improvements plus interest. The developer did not request
reimbursement in 2018, thus this amount is projected to be included in the 2020 reimbursement.
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South Fork TIF Fund Overview
The South Fork TIF fund provides cash financing for eligible project
expenditures, up to $5.1 million. There will be no City TIF-backed
debt for the project.
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2018
ACTUAL

2019
REVISED

2020
ADOPTED

2021
APPROVED

2022
PROJECTED

2023
PROJECTED

2024
PROJECTED

Revenues
Property Tax

$0

$20,840

$50,000

$563,279

$1,016,285

$1,602,054

$1,696,010

Total Revenues

$0

$20,840

$50,000

$563,279

$1,016,285

$1,602,054

$1,696,010

Expenditures
$0

$0

$70,840

$563,279

$1,016,285

$1,602,054

$1,696,010

Total Expenditures

Other

$0

$0

$70,840

$563,279

$1,016,285

$1,602,054

$1,696,010

Operating Margin

$0

$20,840

($20,840)

$0

$0

$0

$0

Beginning Balance

$0

$0

$20,840

$0

$0

$0

$0

Ending Balance

$0

$20,840

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Cumulative surplus (deficit)
in debt service reimbursement at year-end

$0

$0

$70,840

$70,840

$70,840

$430,048

$797,683

The West Bank TIF District was created in 2018 with plans to
redevelop Lawrence Dumont Stadium into a multi-sport stadium,
additional development surrounding the stadium, development of
approximately seven acres known as the “Delano Catalyst Site”,
and additional development and redevelopment within the district.

West Bank TIF Fund Overview
This TIF is projected to follow the City Council approved Project
Plan with a conservative delay in increments beginning in 2021 to
allow for variables in timing of project completion and County
appraisal. The TIF is projected to cover all debt obligations which
will begin in 2021.

Property tax increments generated by the District are intended to
pay the debt service on general obligation bonds issued to finance the City contribution to the Project. The increase in valuation is expected to be recorded beginning in January of 2021 with project completion scheduled for 2024. The projections shown are more conservative in the first few years in order to provide for slight
timing variability in project completion and County Appraiser valuations that will impact the year in which the full increment will be
received. This projection follows the Economic Development project plan provided to City Council with the TIF expected to cover all
debt obligations with a surplus in the fund upon closure.
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